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liOREWORD

The "Future Directions for Open Learning" con-
ference, highlighted in this report, reflects an en-

- couraging trend toward cooperation anil collabon-
tion among institutions engaged in nontraditional
educational programming for new audiences ;n
postsecondary learning. I

Even more important, perhaps, is the fact that
this conference was held at the start of a eriod that
may well prove to be a time of mafor tis sition for'
the movement that has come to be known as "Open'
Learning."

This report, for example, summarizes 15 major'
operational projects or studies being conducted in
1978-79 on the subject of adult learning and tele-'
vision, which constitutes just one segment Of the
Open Learning enterprise.

In the wake of the second Carnegie Commission
report; both the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS)
and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)
appear headed for reorganization and perhaps re-
structuring. New FCC laws have been considered.
Cable systems, including those with interactive
capabilltjes, are growing in astronomiCal propor-
tions. Satellitea have emerged as tools in everyday
communication. Videodisc players are dn sale in
test markets, and consumers are lining up to buy
them. The energy ahortage haa made people far
more aware of the delicacy of the'Arm,rican depen-
dence on the automobile. The economic crunch is
turning the heads of collece and university presi-
dents toward more cost-effective ways of deliver-
Ins educational opportunities.

"The Open Learning Movement," as Ron Gross
insightfully writes in this report, "seems poised for
a major step forward."

One of the steps proposed by the participants in
this conference was the creation of an umbrella
agency, or' associetion, under which those in the
Open Learning Movement might promote coopera-
tive activities to further their mutual nterests. A
small subcommittee was asked to develop a state-
ment of purposes and govenianca for what has ten-
tatively been labeled the Open Learning Alliance.
A draft statement of purposes suggests that the
Alliance "encourage, promote, and develop Open
Learniez; systems in all their forms, including dis-
tance learning, nontraditional study, and mediated
instruction," and it places particular emphasis on
"coliaboratioa and cooperation among institutions,
organizations, broadcasting stations, and consortia
dedicated to the advancement" of Open Learning.
Among functions proposed for the Alliance are
information sharing, public policy development,
public information, collaborative pioduction, joint
research; cooperative marketing and distribution,
and exchange of ideas and knowledge through
training arid staff development activities.

Initial responses to the Alliance idea have been

mixee. Some organizations that might be natural
participants, for example, have expressed fear that
the formation of the Alliance would superimpose
another entity on established groups organized
within the framework of existing national associa-
tions. On the other hand, my contacts with some of
the foundations that have supported Open Learning
programs in the past have uncovered a high degree
of enthusiasm for the idea, particularly since it pro.-
poses to consolidate In one organization the major
actors in the field of Open Learning and Nontrat_
ditional Study.

Whether the particular Alliance 'idea survives
probably is less important than the precedent for
cooperative endeavors established by the fact that
the Future Directions conference was held and that
it brought together for the first time a number of in-
stitutions that share a common purposebreaking
the barriers of time and place so that large numbers
of Americans can take advantage of postsecondary
educational resources.

I was pleased to learn that the conference intro-
duced to each other some agencies that had not had
any contact before and has led since to greater shar-
ing of informat,ion and ideas among those who
participated. But I am also convinced that the time
is right, as Ron'Gross has put it, for "a major step
forward," and I am equally convinced that the in-
dividuals and Institutions interested in serving non-
traditional audiences can no longer simply go their
separate ways.

The major national policy discussions related to
the reorganization of CPB and PBS, for example, or
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act,
are just two of many cases in point. Both of then
alterations in Federal policy will transpire, with or
without the advice and counsel of the actors on the
Open Learning stage. Nontraditional education
and the millions of students it servesmust be rep-
resented in those discussions. Institutions will con-
tinUe tci conduct research, plan projects, and pro-
duce instructional materials, with or without coop-
erative approaches. By themselves, they will dupli-
cate by default some of the precious resources ex-
pended. Together, those resources can be applied to
commcn tasks.

The conference reported here represents one im-
portant step in the joint activities that will be re-
quired as we face the challenges of serving future
learners in all parts of the nation. At the University
of Mid-America, we hope that the information
reported here will be of benefit to other agencies
who are seeking to be responsive to those chal-
lenges. Donald R. McNeil

President
University of Mid-America

July 20, 1979



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The Conference on Future Directions for Open
Learning summarized in this report was one of
three planning and evaluation projects undertaken
jointly by the University of Mid-America (UMA)
and the National Institute of Education (NIE) to
provide a perspective on UMA's previous work and
to.ghther information to guide the development of
the UMA progrpn into the future.

In this effort, UMA and NIE invited representa-
tives from seven major Open Learning projects in
the United States, one from Canada, and several
from other organizations interested in the develop-
ment, or delivery, of mediated instructional mate-
rials to a conference designed to focus on the future
of the Open Learning Movement.

A background paper was commissioned to pro-
vide participants with information on each of the
seven projects and to outline some of the major
issues facing the movement into the 1980's. That
paper was then supplemented by the discussions

that ensued during the conference. (Excerpts from
the conference itself are set otT in this publication
with a blue screen.)

In the other two efforts, UMA and NIE hosted a
Conference on Adult Learning Research and com-
missioned a third-party evaluation of the extent to
which the UMA experiment has increased access to
postsecondary opportunities in the saven-stata re-
gion directly served by the program.

A separate paper has been produced on the re-
search conference; a summary is included as an
appendix to this publication. The full paper isavail-
able through University of Mid-America offices in
Lincoln, Nebraska. The evaluation of access issues
will be completed in calendar 1980.

Charles B. Stalford
National Institute of Education
UMA Project Officer
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"In my 25 years' experience in this field, I cannot recall a time when there was greater receptivity to
open learning among mainstream higher education institutions."

James Zigerell,
American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges

"For sane of us, it's collaborate or die."

Robert McCabe,
Miami-Dade Community College

l'"We mu* distinguish the Romance from the Reality in Open Learning."

Charles Stalford,
National Institute of Education

I'd rather beg for forgiveness than seek permission."

Harold Morse (quoted from St. Augustine)
Appalachian Education Satellite Program
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THE OPEN LEARNING MOVEMENT

No nation has gone further tharetfr United States
in offering a college education to eh .none who
wants it. The land-grant college movement of,the
19th century, the development or Community col-
leges, the G.I. Bill after World War II, and the
recent attempts to ehsure every Nei school gradu-

_ ate a chance to _attend college-a_11 testify _to a
national commitment to broaden the paths to higher
learning.

But while a college education hes been opened to
moreand more people, it has conformed, with rare
exceptions, to the same basic pattern. Four years
during one's late teens and early twenties am
devoted to taking courses on a campus, studying
for tests, writing papers, and enjoying a diverting

, social life with other young people. During this
period one is supposed to learn largely by being
taught, in a classroom, by instructors and profes-
sors. The process .is completed when one has
accumulated some '120 credits, at which time the
award of a diploma signifies the coMpletion of
one's educatiantnd the "commencement" of life
itself.

This pattern can no longer accommodate the
changing conditions in American life and society.
AlTernative ideas about the nature and function-of
a college education some stemming from the com-
motioas of the sixties, some growing out of the cdn-
dilions of the seeentiesare reshaping the campus.

Over the past several years major policy state-
ment's about higher, learning- Have consistently
stressed the need hit. 'these new priorities. The
highly influential Newman Reports in 1971 and
1973 concluded that "we must enlarge our con-
cepts of who can be a student, and when and what a
college is. We need 'many alternate paths to an
education." The Carnegie Commission, which
under the direction of Clark Kerr.carried out the
most comprehensive .reconsideratibr of American
higher education to emerge from the turmoil of the
1960's, likewise recommended that "post-second-
ary education take more forms . . . concerned Om- '
partitively less with the' welfam of a minority of the
young and more with thel of a majority of all ages.:'

Events have caught up with these predictions and
recommendatkns. On thd one hand, es Harbld
Hodgkinson, former director of the National Insti-
tute of Education, notes, "We are. simply running
out of kids to tt;ach." On the other hand, there has
been a rnw:ive return of .adults to education:
middle-aged women seeking to break out of their
homemaking roles and into thevider world of work
and culture; mid-career executives trying to keep
up with advances in their field .or explore new
careers; and a varied group, ranging from lull-time
working people to rfonvicts and the handicapped,
who missed out on college and want it now.

3

7

Increasingly, faculties accept these new de- .

mends rather than disdaining them as they did in the
days when evening-school students were second-
class neademic citizens and the correspondence
cours&was an object of derision. Thebudget crunch
on most campuses has driven home the point that
the long-term survival of many colleges mid univer-
shies depends on a new clientele.

'But to serve these new students properlyin-
deed, simplY to attract them as paying cuatomers
colleges have had to develop new ways of teaching.
Millions of American adults want to continue their
education, but most of them find traditional pro-
grams rigid, inconvenient, and expensive. Adults
with full-time jobs and family responsibilities can-
not usually come to the campus for regular classes.
Nor are they (a many of today's regular students
for thtt matter) a rectable as an earlier generation
of students about fulfilling requirethents they feel
to be irrelevant to their goals and circumstances.

The result has been the emergence of new forms
of postsecondary educationlocal and national
telecourses, courses by newspaper, contract learn-
ing programs, universities without'svails, external
degree programsthe "Qpen Learning Move-
ment."

What Is Open Learning?
"Open Learning" is an umbrella term covering a

wide variety of programs, institutions, and ideas.
Generally, Open Learning is used to refer to sys-
tems that reach out beyond the campus, often by
using television and other mass media to bring
instruction to learners wherever they are. The oft-
associated term "Nontraditional Study' usually
denotes individualized ways for students to pqrsue
higher learning, inIch us the "learning contracts"
used by the University Without Walls and Empire
State College. But both terms are used rather
loosely in the field. Diversity has been ft:, character-
istic of this movement from the beginning, and it
continues to breed new kinds of services, such as
educational brokering, that defy categorization.

Both Open Learning and Nontraditional Study
have defied exact definition. The most widely cited
guiding principles of Open Learning were dAvel-
oped in the 1974 report of the National Association
of Education Broadcasters, "Open Learning." For
Nontraditional Study the touChstone was formu-
lated by the Commission on Nontraditional Study
in its final report, "Diversity by Design,'' in 1973.

Characteristics of
Open Learning Systems (NAE11)

The system must guide a student by eliciting,
ihterpreting and analyzing goals at the begin-
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ning point and throughout the student's con-
tact with the program of instruction.

The system must formulate learning objec-
tives in such a way that they serve as the basis
for making decisions in instructional design,
including evaluation, and in such a way that
they will be fully known to, accepted by or
capable of modification by students.

The system must facilitate the participation of
learners without imposing traditional aca-
demic entry requirements, without thd pursuit
of an academic degree or other certification as
the excb!sive reward.

To provide the flexibility required to satisfy a
variety of individual needs, the system should
make it operationally possible to employ
sound, television, film and print as options for
mediating learnimg experiences.

The system should use testing and evaluation
principally to diagnose and analyze the extent
to which specified learning objectties have
been accomplished. In other words, the sys-
tem should be competence-based.

The system must be able to accommodate dis-
tance between the instructional staff re-
sources and the learner, employing the dis-
tance as a positive element in the development
of independence in learning.

Characteristics of Nontraditional Study
(Commission on NTS)

Nontraditional study is more an attitude than a
system and thus'can never be defined except
tangentially. This attitude puts the students
first and the institution second, concentrates
more un the former's need than the latter's con-
venience, encourages diversity of individual
opportunity rather than uniform prescription,
and de-emphasizes time, space, and even
course requirements in favor of competence
and, where applicable, performance. It has
concern for the learner of any age and circum-
stance, for the degree aspirant as Well as the
person who finds sufficient reward in enrich-
ing life through constant, periodic or occa-
sional study. This attitude is not new; it is
simply more prevalent than it used to be. It can
stimulate exciting and high-quality educa-
tional progress; it can also, unless great care is
taken to protect the freedom it offers, be the
unwitting means to a lesseriing of academic
rigor and even to charlatanism.

Perhaps the most important common character-
istic Qf Open Learning/Nontraditional Study proj-
ects is an aspiration to meet new needs of individ-
uals and of sooiety by dee. ifiing, new forms to serve
new learners in new ways. Basically,,,what we are

t.

talking about is a congeries of vigorous impulses in
American higher education to welcome-in more
and different peoP1e, particularly part-time adult
students, aild provide them with ways to learn that
fit their needs and circumstances. In practice this
means developthg a range of new optima, from
broadcast instruction to individualized external
degrees,, and new services such as credit banks,
credit fOr prior learning, and degrees by examina-
tion. Such arrangements aim to 'broaden access,
introduce flexibility, increase the choices and alter-
natives for students, and tailor teaching to the
individual.

The mass media elearlY have a critical role to play
in achieving the "openness" of Open Learning.*
Joseph Lipson, current Director of SI ience Educa-
tion, National Science Foundation, has put the
reason well:

Television, radio and newspapers have a large
and unu capacity to bring people important
ideas in variety of contexts. As media that
reach a ost all adults in their normal daily
lives they are partiCularly adaptablc to the
goals of lifelong learning. The British Open
University, Courses by Newspapers, the
University of Mid-America and other projects
have shown that mass media ,materials can be
used by formally enrolled student's-as well as
by impressive numbers of informally
interested students. Conversely, a lifelong
learning system that does not make systematic

.---and effective use of the mass media is liable to
cont; nue to terve those already best served, the
elite at the expense of the poor, those able to
attend scheduled classes, etc.

The Present Moment In Open Learning
The Open Learning Movement still looms small

in the total landscape of American higher education
as seen by influential observers, "Reports to the
effect that higher education is beifig revolutionized
by technology are, to say the least, highly
premature," wrote Change magazine in a '1976
editorial comment on the movement. "This is not to
say that educational technology may not in time
play a role. But that time has clearly not come. And
the problem is not with technology per se, but with
related matters, such as the often extraordinarily
high costs relative to learner benefits and the
relatively sparse proof that media-based learning is
any more effective than traditional approaches."

In an even more recent comment directed spe-
cifically at Open Learning projects, Change wrdte:
"The American taste for such approaches has con-

" The particular benefits and problems viltalled in broadcast tele-
courses, as perceived and evaluated by colleges and by pubic
tplevision stations, will soon be available as one.outcome of the
survey work of the Station-College Executive Project in Adult
Learning



siderably soured, an outcome triggered by the four
modest OU transplants and by other formidable but
piecemeal projects such as the UMA, courses by
newspaper, the College of the Air, and correspond-
ence study. These less than spectacular successes
must be seen against the backdrop of , . . the
general disinclination of public and commercial
networks to broadcast instructional courses."

Similarly, New York Times educaLion analyst
Gene Maeroff wrote in 1977: "Since television's
earliest days, hopes have been raised by the pros-
pect that the schools might harness television's
educational potential and create a ,revolution in
formal learning. It has never he opened. Educators
have been unable or unwilling to take the giant
steps needed to incorporate televisionandwother
instructional technologiesinto the schools in
way that would have deep and pervasive effects on
the contents and methods of formal education."
(The context makes it clear that the reporter is
thinking mainly of higher education,,despite his use
of the term ."schools," The recent CPB study,
reported in the Times of March 27, 1979, shows that
ITV instruction affects 15 million children.)

Finally, the Ford-funded series on "Communica-
tions Technologies in Higher Education," perhaps
the most diligent and detailed look at the field,
concluded its initial series of project profiles with
the observation that "the oracles who predicted a
revolution in the classroom through technology
werp wildly off the mark. . . But it is equally clear

that tare are pockets of activity a-round the coun-
try where revolutionary happenings are taking
place. They are the products of communications
technology harnessed to instructionand these are
changing thn classroom. The most dramatic and
conspicuous among them is the opportunity to
learn without the necessity of being on a campus,
with the result that access to education has been
created for new constituencies of learners who
would otherwise have had to do without."

Despite this marginality to the mainstream, the
Open Learning Movement seems poised for a major
step/forward. "Telecourse Boom Hits Community
Colleges" was a Chronicle headline last-year. "New
'visually sophisticated' offerings for off-campus
study available at more than 250 institutions," read
the subhead. Even Newsweek noted the hoopla
over teleCourses at last year's nnnual meeting of the
American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges.

The momentum may be maintained. Within the
profession, a number of major initiatives, in addi-
tion to the UMA/NIE Conference and related
activities, have begun, and several national as-
sociations of postsecondary institutions have es-
tablished task forces to laok into the field and plan
for the future, The following page contains an in-
ventory of such projects prepared for the SCEPAL
project (the first one listed) by Peter Dirr of the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

A VETERAN PARTICIPANTS PRIORITIES

Few leaders in the Open Learning Movement can malch the experience of Jack McBride, long-time
operating head of the University of Mid-America and cufrently general manager of KUON-TV and of
the Nebraska ETV Network. McBride stressed thefollowing future directions for Open Learning at the
conference:

a There is need for many more quality Open Learning courses than are currently
.available. Since Open Learning delivery systems must pay their own way, there must be
.inc reased learner tuition:which ci come only from additimial courses.

There is a great need for the few serious producers of Open Learning cources to pool
resources and thereby produce additional high quality products. .Thfs means both
strengthening existing cooperative efforts and finding new ways to cooperate.

Despite the shortcuts possible, considerable cost, time, and complexity are required for
the development of high quality Open Learning materials.

New ways must be found to finance Open Learning courses since significant additiOnal
funding is needed for the production of Open Learning courses.

Those seriously interested in Open Learning must find additional ways to change
traditional thinkingthinking on the part ef faculties, post-secondary administrations,
public television station personnel, and adult education personnel.

Open Learning can move a quantum step forward as it learns to make use of the new
technologies: cable, videodiscs, cassette, satellite, and public radio.

Despite the problems of Open Learning, we are working in a time of ever-increasing
'receptivity. More and more are becoming interested in the potentials of Open Learning.

7
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1918-79 PROJECTS AND STUDIES IN
ADULT LEARNING AND TELEVISION

Spent/ming Agency
1. Corporation for Public

Broadcasting (CpB)

2. Public Broadcasting Service
(PBS)

3. Central Educational Network
(CEN)

4. American Association of
Community and junior Co Hegel;
lAACJC)

5. American Association of
Community and junior Colleges
(AACJC)

4

-8. ,College Producers (UMA,
Coast: Dallas, Miami-Dade)

7. Public Broadcasting Service
(PBS)

8. Eastern Educational Television
Network (EEN)

9. Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB)

10. Alliance for Open Learning

11. Other Projects

Title/Description
Station-Colloga Executive Project 'in Adult Learning
(SCEPALj. Designed to increase the number of stations
broadcasting adult learning series and the number of col-
leges offering credit for those series.

Adult Learning Task Force. Recommended to PBS manage-
ment a funding mechanism to ensure, systematic availabil-
ity of adult learner series through the public broadcasting
system. Also redommended the establishment of a clear-
inghouse on availeble adult learner series and those in plan-
ning/production stages.

Council on Adult Learning. Currently in its formative
stages, this council is envisioned as paralleling the K-12
Council, including rep'resentatives from each of the states
in the CEN region. Will seek to provide region-wide adult
learner programs by broadcast and non-broadcast distri-
bution through a group rental process. Also plans to estab-
lish regional library of -dun learner programs.

Mass Media Task Force. Group composed primarily of two-
year colleges that produce telecourses. Purpose is to work
cooperatively to increase the use of telecourses and to avoid
duplication in production efforts.

Telecourse Utilization Project. Under a grant from FIPSE,
college personnel and TV broadcasters will meet to exam-
ine policy issues that relate to the offering of broadcast
telecourses by two-year colleges.

User Orientation Workshops. A series of three regional
(West, Midwest, East) workshops was held in February
1979 to acquaint potential users with available telecourses
and how they might be used. A fourth workshop was held in
Chicago in April.

University Licenaee Committee. Group estabP shed to study
problems related to the admir istration and management of
university licensees. Meetirr s held in 1979.

Planning a survey of member staCons that will he!p deter-
mine future directions for adult learner services of the net-
work.

Listing of Educational Series Broadcast by Public Tele-
vision Licensees in 1978-79. Listing contains 268 post-
secondary series.

A new group proposed at NS conference. Purpose would be .
to encourage the development and advancement ot Open
Learning systems (including telecourses).

The Maryland Center for Public Broadcastingla proposing a
formal adult learner service (Intergalactica University)
modeled after the British Open University system.

With a grant prom FIPSE, the San Franscisco Diocese has
established the Senior University for the Bay Area to
provide specialized programs for senior citizens.



The Joint Council on Educational Telecomunica-
lions (JCET) also has a study in process to docu-
ment the needs and opportunities for educational
telecommunications. Conducted by Chalmers H.
Marquis, forMer vice president of PBS, with finsn-
cial support from three JCET member organiza-
tions (CPB, Agency for Institutional Television
(AIT), and the Great Plains Ulm ary), the project will
analyze present and potential sources of funding
from government, foundations, and the private
sector, with particular emphasis on presently un-
"tapped areas such as mission-oriented programs.

By the end of this yeagp as a result of these studies
and other ongoing work in the field (such as the
report of the Task Force on Education and Tech-
nology to the Commissioner of Education, sub-
mitted in February), much more will be known and
far more should be poisible in this field. The people
who must make the critical decisioni, if Open
Learning is to move to the next level of acceptance,
will have been well informed and motivated. Key
executives in both higher education and public tele-
-vision will have been exposed to the accomplish-
ments, promise, problems, and challenges of Open
Learning. Funding sources will have been ,sur-
veyed. Benefits and problems of using telecourses
will have been debated. Success and failure factors
will have been identified. Adults learners' needs
will have heen reviewed and projected. Existing
patterns of cooperation and collaboration will have
been examined afresh and planned for the future.
The economics and administration of telecourses
will have been probed.

There is growing recognition that the larger Non-
traditional Education Movement, of which Open
Learning is ime component, is the wave of the
future. "The number of people serVed, the money
spent, and the political commitment today is to-
wani nontraditional education and away from tilt-,
ditional higher education," says Warren Bryan
Martin, who as vice president of the Danforth

Foundation ,certainly understands the academic
environment. "It is unlikely that the traditionalists
will be restored to their former position of control.
Despite current curiosity among traditionalists
about lifelong learning as well as signs of socio-
political conservatism in the country, it is more
likely that these traditionalists will be pushed into
ivied but isolated enclaves while the nontradition-
alists surround them."

Asking the Right Questions
Open Learning is still a youngster. None of the

programs described in this report has been operat-
ing for more than 10 years. All are still exploring
and experimenting, and strategies and. techniques
are still being sought and refined.

None of the men and women pioneering in Open
Learning claims that these new projects are the
anewei .to aU ,the iiroblems of American higher
learning. But the conviction seems to run deep that
they are struggling with the right questions:

How can higher education better fulfill its
roles of helping people achieve better lives
and advancing toward a more humane
sod qty?

How can people of all aged and circumstances
be offered,their fair chance at a college educe-.
tion?

How c powerful modern media be
harnes for educational.use?

What does a college education become when
it grow, out of a student's distinctive pattern
of Oncerns, strengths, and aspirations?
How can higher education and "real life" be
integrated better?

How can students benefit from the other
educational resources in their community?

FROM THREE COURSES TO AN ENTIRE DEGREE
VIA TELECOURSE-IN SEVEN YEARS

Bernard Luskin of.Coastline reminded conferees of how far Open Learning has come since 1972,
when an Arthur D. Little study concluded that there were only three telecourses worth using out of all

that had been produced throughout the country. Most conferees agreed that to,',iy there is virtually an

entire associate degree program available on high quality programs. "Indeed noted James Zigerell of

the AACJC Task Force;anyone who examines oar recent catalog of mass-rn..xlia courses may be sur-
prised at what it contains. He Or she will discover diet there is now available a library of video courses
extensive and broad enough in scope to allow at adult to complete a two-year college proram at home.

One thing more about the video librarydeserves mention: the courses are more than first-rate instruc-.

tion; they are also attractive television fa:e."



IFEREES DIFFER ON ACCEPTANCE OF OPEN LEARNING

HoW well-accepted is Open Learning by academe tolifty? Differing perceptions were offered by
different conferees, ranging from optimism to apprehensi)n. Martin Chamberlain of the University of
California at San Diego, noting that his project's TV "wrep-arounds" and Courses by Newspaper have
been used by one quarter of the nation's colleges and univf:rsities, sees mare acceptance than one would
have expected among four-year institutions. And Harold Morse saw great promise in the satellite's
capacity to deliver educational programming directly into the homes of millions of Americans.

On the other hand, Bernard Luskin cited continuing resistance and predicted that more of it will
emerge as academe suffers declining enrollments atm exacerbated internal pressures. And Charles
Stalford noted the gap between the romantic hope that millions of Americans would flip their dials to
Open Learning once it became available and the low proliference given to thio form of learning by most
people polled.

I .
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Part II

ISSUES IN OPEN LEARNING

This section provides background oh someof the most important
conclusions and expert opinions on the seven major subjects
discussed at the conference.

Quality and Effectiveness

Outreach and Access

Research and Evaluation

Economics: Costs, Benefits, Productivity and Obtaining

Support

implications of Emerging Technologin

Public Policy Issues

Cooperation and Collaboration

4
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A. QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS

Concern over qualityboth control and improve-
ment is much more evident in Open Learning
projects than it is in the conventional teaching that
goes on in most college classrooms. The visibility of
televised lessons, the team approach to creating
support systems, the constant scrutiny ofvetention
rates and success or failure in learning outcomes
all conduce to higher quality than is customarily
sought or obtained bydisciplinary departments that
take teaching quality pretty much on faith once
instructors achieve tenure,

Nevertheless, the issue of "quality and effective-
ness" continues to haunt the Open Learning Move-
mentboth from within and from without. Con-
sider these recent article titles:

fa' ",Educational Television Is Not Educating"

"Lifelong Learning: Scandal of the Next
Decade?"

"Life ExperienceAn Academic Con
Game?"

These three titles (if artl's published within
three months in Change magazine suggest a con-
cern that was predictsble. The report of the 1976
National Conference on Open Learning and Non-
traditional Study else cited the quality and effec-
tiveness issues as the "chief cause of concern" in the
movement.

Further caution regarding the issue comes from
two educational leaders, one from Israel, the other
from the United States. Max Rowe of Israel's
Everyman's University has asserted, "I fear that if
there existed a standards institute for Open Learn-
ing, as there exists for canned vegetables, some of
us might soon be out of business." The issue was
so mined up by D. B. Varn former president of the
Ur,iversity of Mid-America. "I cannot stress too
vigorously, nor too often, my concern about the
quality of the course materials we produce and
offer to the fiublic. . Monitoring quality. . . . has
been the historical role of faculties on the cam-
puses, arid we are now working, for the most part,
without the benefit ,of this thoughtful, deliberate
mechanism of insuring quality. If we ere not
utittizing this technique of assuring quality, then it is
incumbent on all of us to replace it with something
that will assure the same kind of safeguards. I
suppose I am a bit concerned about consumer
protection in off-campus education, simply be-
cause there is a lot of fraud already. There is much
that is good, but there is also much that is bad, and
the bad will tarnish the good."

Quality control is often seen rs essential to, the
acceptance of Open Learning by'the mainstream of
American higher education. As David Goodwin has
put it:

The prospects for long-term durability and stabil-
ity in Open Learning will be improved as such'
programs are encouraged to abandon their exper-
imental status and move into the mainstream of
educational institutions. To do so requires that
Open Learning programs be judged by some of
the same standards of quality used to assess more
traditional offerings. In the short-term, programs
whose apowis are strictly philosophical and
which are unable to satisfy additional quality
criteria, may fall by the wayside.. . . The desired
role is one in which Open Learning is one of many
programs available to students, but which does
not aim to replace the classroom.

The quality issue is a very practical one, im-
mediately affecting the success or failure of even
the most modest projects. For example, one strong
argument that has been put forward for using Open
University courses in this country to "prime the in-
novative pump" at certain institutions is that "do-
mestically produced American distance learning
courses often have trouble identifying themselves
as good college work. British OU courses, in con-
trast, have seldom received anything but high
academic marks in the_U.S, This advantage ought
to be utilized to the fullest extent.. . . Conventional
content can be a first step for innovation when it is
combined with novel teaching methods, The con-
ventional content of a distance learning program
will vastly reassure those members of the conven-
tional faculty who have prolonged contact with it."
(John A. Taylor, Southern Illinois University.)
Needless to say, the same purpose can be served by
using one of the growing number of domestically
produced courses of exceptional quality.

But What Is Quality?

Despite such widespread agreement that the is-
sue of quality is critical, one has to take merely one
step down from that high abstraction to stumble
over a massive problem: "What do we mean by the
term 'quality'?" As Victor Baldi of the North Central
Association 'has put it, "Stated mildly, quality
me ,ns diffewnt things to different people."

While many professors might readily agree that
Open University courses satisfy the quality criteria
customary in academe, .that doesn't mean that they
are suitable at all, let alone of high quality, for
many nontraditional purpnses, clienteles, and mis-
sions of American Open Learning programs.

Comprehensive criteria for investigating the
quality and effectiveness of any Open Learning
program have been developed by Dennis Gooler.
His list of categories provides a good checklist. Of
course, specific criteria need to be formulated



THERE IS NO ONE BEST WAY TO LEARN FOR ALL STUDENTS

James W. Hall of Empire State College (State University of New York) argued this thesis persua-
sively during the conference, pointing out that "problems occur when a single mode (such es TV) is
expected to serve a v3ry large number of students with diverse backgrounds and interests."

His own conviction, based on experience at Empire State and in other "contract learning"
programs, is that:

No single mode will meet the particular educational requirements of individual students as
to time and place of instruction nor, for that matter, as to best mode of learning. We know
that many students learn extremely well in a classroom setting. Others can do equally well
learning on their own through independent reading or through the ose of pedagogically
sound instructional matlrials. Thus the expectation is that a degree earned wholly through
the pursuit of televised courses will likely work very ifell for some students, less well for
many others, and not at all for still other students. Unfortunately, when most new
instructional systems are conceived, they are conceived in a single mode of instruction.

This is why, in my judgment, if a system of "open learning" or "off-campus distance learn-
ing" is to be successful, it must link together a variety of instructional modes, allowing stu-
dents to move from one form to another when circumstances require it. Ideally then, a
student should be able to pursue work toward a degree in an off-campus setting using inter-
changeable broedcast or closed-circuit video courses, high quality correspondence or inde-
pendent study courses, audiotapes and lafioratory instruction, experiential or internship
learning situations, and even computer instruction., Under these circumstances, students,
and particularly adult students whose hours are often unpredictable and who meslcarry a
number of responsibilities other than learning responsibilities, find it possible to move at a
fairly intensive pace toward a degree objective. And from time to time, this same student
may be able to fit into his/her schedule an actual class or seminar offered on the college
campus. Such a system also can build in the possibility for a short-term, intensive residential
experience, such as a one. or two-week summer seminar or a weekend of intensive study.

The coordination of such a set of instructional options for students requires a simple but
comprehensive mechanism for planning, monitoring, and ultimately evaluatirg the du-
dent's work. Such a mechanism is .ffered at Empire State College by the "contract" or the
individual study plan.

The use of such a system is highly efficient, for in theory it enables an educational institution
to make available to each student precisely the requisite instructional support to accomplish
given tasks. It is not necessary to maintain in one place all at one time the entire range of
resources which studatiats might conceivably use. This means that the student has a higher
chance of finding what he or she most needs by way of instruction and support, while the
Institution is able to offer this support at minimum effective cost.

The need for diverse modes of learning was also, stressed by Bernard Luskin, whose institution
serves both TV students and those who attend classes offered at convenient locations throughout the
community. "We're not going to see many students graduating from programs consisting entirely of TV,
courses. even if we ofNred such programs," he predicted. "Most students will want to take some
telecoUrses, then fill out the restiof their requirements with on-campus work. For one thing, taking the
whole program via TV takes too long. Even though our District owns its own station, we're limited in the
number of courses we can squeeze onto the air each term. Most institutions are limited to from one to
four courses. So even as we build toward a really first-rate AA curriculum with attractiv options
within it, this wonderful structure we are building will be taken apart by institUtions and individeal3
deciding for themselves which parts they want and need to use. Which is just as it should be."
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EFFECTIVENESS IN A NUTSHELL

Peter Dirr of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting put sharply the need to measure effective-

ness:

There are many ways to reach new learners. As you contemplate the use of television and
radio, know eXactly what you want these media to do for you and what additional support
services they require. Then, as you implement their use, question their effectiveness: Are
they working? Are we reaching the intended audience? How can the process be improved?

within each category,.determined by the particular
character of the project or program under investiga-

i lion and the purposes of the evaluation:

Open Learning :or Nontraditional Study pro-
grams. like any new educational or social pro-
grams. are susceptible to considerable formal
and informal evaluatiOn directed at determining
the success of these programs. There are numer-
ous kinds of criteria whereby judgments of suc-
cess orfailure may be rendered. including:

1. To what extent and in what waysdoes a given
Open Learning program in fact extend or
expand access to postsecondary educational
opportunities?

9. To what extent does the program provide op-
portunities and services that are regarded to
be of priority to communities in general or to
specific individuals?

3. To what extent do the processes and products
of the program appear to be of high quality?

4. Who learns or experiences what, and with
what consequences?

3. ls4he program cost-effective?,,,
6. To what extent and in what ways has the pro-

gram influenced the policies and directions of
other programs, institutichs, or agencies?

7. What are the short- and ',11; long-range conse-
quences of the existenc of Open Learning or
Nontraditional Study irograms for institu-
tional/ poliical p for individual capa-
bilities and priob. s, and for broad social
values or pOhcies?

8. To what extent does the program contribute
knowledge useful to a better understanding of
the problems. issues, and practices of the
field?

Gooier notes that the proper criteria for evalua-
tion will differ from project to project. depending
on goals. clientele. etc. He also invites dialogue
about the adequacy of his categories and their
better definition.

The difficultyand necessityof designing bet-
ter ways to evaluate Open Learning and other non-
traditional programs was a major conclusion of the
Cross-Zusman paper cited at the recent UMA-NIE
Adult Learning Research Conference. The authors
concluded:

We remain firm in our conviction that nontradi-
tional education can and should be evaluated, but
it is extremely difficult to do it using traditional
measures which are the measures we happen to
possess right now. . . . New attitudes about the
goals and purposes of adult education are emerg-
ingand evaluation is going to have to come to
terms with that reality. . . . Once the role of
traditional achievement measures is qUestioned.
the issue of "standards" arises. When that spectre
is raised, as it is increasingly, the enormous
diversity of the goals and purposes of ,nontradi-,

tional education forces us to a deeper analysis of
'quality' education. The issues are not simple and
thc basic challenges of nontraditional education
are setting off healthy chain reactions in both
program development and evaluation design.
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Why Would an auto mechanio Instructor enrol! in
telecourses?

"At first I was just curious, and then I found I could
take telecourses at the same time I take my Voca-
tional. Certification courses," says JAMES
POWELL, auto mechanics enthusiast and teacher.

After nearly 30 years away from formal educa-
tion, he returned to college in order to obtain
teacher certification. "I wasn't prepared at first,"
he admits: "It seems different this time in school. It
takes more discipliqe."

Now that he:s rolling, however, he has decided to

la
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go ahead and wnik toward a baccalaureate degree.
This father of three has already taken two tele-
courses and plans to take others,

"I enjoyed the government coursethat's my
thing." he says. He has also completed the human-
ities course. Though he still doesn't have a special
interest in all of the arts, he likes some of them and
he found most of the programs interesting.

What's the best part about taking telecourses for
James Powell? He has a ready answer: "Tele-
courses are enabling me to speed up getting my
degree."
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B. OUTREACH AND ACCESS

The Dentagefor Open Learning
The state of our knowledge about the demand for

Open Learning programs and how that demand
might be best transformed into adequate numbers
of enrolled students was explored at a UMA/NIE
conference in March. The following infermal re-
port of the conference, provided through the cour-
tesy of Robert D. B. Carlisle, the synthesizer, sum-
marizes the main conclusions:

Three major areas for research wei; identified:
The Adult as Learner, Program Development,
and Administration and Organization.

Regarding The Adult as Learner, the conferees
proposed that UMA study both those students
currently involved in their program and those
who were not, with particular focus on learners
in rural settings. Patricia Cross suggested that en-
thuilastic students might be probed to disceen
their motivation and the support services width
increased their satisfaction, while.those who ex-
pressed deslie to learn what was being offered
but who were put off by the televised mode of
teaching be studied to identify the sources of their
resistance.
Regarding Prograin' Development, it was sug-
gested that UMA research focus on "the teach-
ing-learning transaction," encompassing such
topics as needs assessment, selection and organ-
ization of learnihg, plannhig materials, and
working with learning groups.
Regarding Administrition and Organization, the
conferees urged thAt UMA summarize its own re-
search, relate it t.,) other research on Open Learn-
ing, and make it available much more widely to
thers in thid field. Specific research topics for
new studf.es were suggested, including which
evaluation strategies work best, UMA's inter.
institr.tional relationships, and other Open
Leatning svstenis whose successes and problems
might contribute to UMA's decisionmaking. (See
1.he Executive Summary in Appendix C.)

A "Marketing" Orientation
The most dmmatic development in this area over

the past sl'veral years has been the emergence of a
"marketing" orientation, new in higher education.'
This orientation has been elucidated by Professor
Sherry Manning of the University of Kansas School
of Business. She compares higher education today
to the railroads in the 1940'san "industry" that has
reached the saturation point for its traditional prod-
uct. At such a point, continued focus on the frod-

The University of Mid-America has recently shifted dramat-
ically to a more matket-oriettik "demand model" for deciding
what courseware to produce.
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uct, rather than on diversifying into new products
and new markets, can be disastrous. .Yet, higher
education is ill-prepared for such entrepreneur-
ship. Professor Manning spells out the problem and
the prospects with classic cogency: "Are we notex-
tremely inwardly oriented? Are we not often more
concerned with internal relationships than we are
with what our publics might desire? Faculty, for ex-
ample, are largely diacipline-oriented; our job hay
.been to become scholars in oar discipline, to write
about it, and to teach it. We are paid differentially
by diacipline, and we are promoted and tenured
.based upon accomplishments in our discipline. Our
evaluations are not substantially influenced by
those 4who pay us nor by those we serve; we are
evaluated by our peers in our discipline based upon
work in our discipline. This I. by no means a criti-
cism of how we do busineu, but rather an observa-
tion that may help to explain the dilemma in which
postsecqndary education programs may be in
relatively mature stage in their life cycle with an
inward orientation."

There are several possible strategies used by
firms in this fix, and each strategy's counterpart can
be found in use by some college. and universities.
The "market penetration" strategy suggests simply
pushing the "old" product moie aggreuively to the
old kinds of consumers; i.e., putting heat en the ad-
missions office to visit more high schools or devise
better. recruiting materials. A second strategy is
"product development": for example, enlivening
the curricufum by using instructional technology.
The third possible strategy is "market develop-
ment" i selling the "old" product (traditional college
instruction) to a new market. (This strategy was re-
flected in the lige of the 1974 meeting of the
American Assodiation for Higher Education: "Life-
long Learnersa New Clientele for Higher EdrIca-
Hon.") .

The fourth possii)le strategy, and the most inno-
,vative, is "diversification": devising a new product
Tor new markets. While it "may represent the strat-
egy with the most promise," it is raw the Most rksky
and problematical. Professor Manning concludes
on a challenging note:4

Diversification is the most unchartedvf the ;Oat-
egies, and the one about ,which we know the
least. We have surveyed and surveyed and sur-
veyed adults about their 'educathnal needs,' and
we find, for example, that Imiluy) middle-In-
come, middle-age individuals witb at least Iwo
years of college education who said they would
be 'very interested' in' continuing their education
with credit courses on television at home, at
decision time they watch sitcoms. And we find
that of the middle-income, middle-age house-
wives who are a captive daytime television audi-
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CAN/SHOULD COURSE PRODUCTION Bk COORDINATED?

A lively conference debate broke out over this -question. Some participants thought drat greater
coordination between major producersabout What gets produced, when, and by whomis necessary
and desirable. Others thought it unfeasible and unnecessary.

"Production has proceeded too clucL on an ad hoc basis 'over the past 20 years," asserted Jim
Zigerell, "The result is the existence of a grab bag of courses, with no overall curricular rationale. Even
so, Just by accumulation there now (midi, for the first time, courses out of one or anothershop.that add
up to a two-year AA curriculum. But greater coordination for the future would be desirable."

jack McBride Indicated that such coordinated aced:mils: planning among institutions was MOS!
Uncut, given the te different rniasions, clienteles and other pressures on eath producer, to say
nothing of the co tuts of funding. He felt that there ware far mote proOring prospects for
collaboratioiin r areasmarket researth, staff development, public policy analysis.

The discussitins harrowed down to 4Thether tour*: could be developed that would meet very wide
national needs. even serving Inettistiene as diverse as a two-year community College and a graduate
program. Two participants pointed out that dietreettraas currently serve widely diver* audiences. The
wrap-around courses out Cif the University of California hilso-bean used by hundreds of diverse
institutions throughout the country, and Appalachia currently enrons studitts*13.states in a course
taught by a professor from one institution in the region. Harold Morse urged the identification of
specific and sharply needed new courses, such as Teaching the Handicapped 'right now, that
Institutions would accept with alacrity to mtiet an urgent need.

Dr, Morse further pointed out that in the neer fiture, with the advanceinent of such delivery
technologies as the marriage of satellite and cable technologies, there willbe a great demand for quality
public service programming in all areas. This demand will supersede any near-term constraints based
on funding or institutional mission pressures and will be created by the aggregation of a nationwide
public service market, Programs of regional and naticnal impact must be coordinated on all levels and
,vill be supported by mass audience participation,

ence, most prefer to take a course outside the
home at a learning center or an institution. And
we find that many individuals from labor unions
who identify strongly with vocationally and tech-
nkally oriented programs do not choose a trade
school, but attend instead a traditional institution
of higher education.

There are many paradoxes and many surprises in
our efforts to diversify postsecondary education.
We t,ave learned a great deal about adults, their
inte sts in learning, and their educational needs.
We have learned a great deal about nontradi-
tional educational programs, ebout the media
and how to use it effectively, but we still have
much to learn."
There Seems to be much promise in this shift in

orientation in higher education. "Consumer-orien-
tation" is perhaps a more acceptable word for it
than "market orientation." Thus translated, it
prompts the hope that the stUdent may at last be
finding his or her rightful place at the.center rather
than at the "receiving end" of the 'process. The
touchstone definition of Nontraditional Study has
been that it is "an attitude that puts the student first
and the institution second, concentrates more on
the former's,need than the latter's convenience.
. . ." When this was put forward some years ago by
the Commission on Non-Traditional Study, it was
mainly a moral mandate. Now, it seems to have

rIP.

become an economic impLzative. The emerging
orientation, as Professor °Manning concluded;
"relies ori the-market." Perforce, therefore, it "rec-
ognizes the individual as tha most valid and valued
judgment of the worth of our educational pro-
grams."

Breaking the "iron Law"
This new consumer, or market, orientation is not

without its dangers. For one thing, this orientation
neglects those who cannot pay and therefore do not
constitute a market. These are the peOple who
always seem left out of every bold new venture in
adult education. The iron law a adult education
seems to be: "The more, the more." That is, people
who already have a good deal of formal schoollr.8
are most likely to plump for more Whatever is
done, whatever kis of new programs are offered,
it seems that the same people show up: those who
need them least. When programs need to charge'
enough to be self-supporting, then econorhic self-
selection enforces the iron law. "This may be a neat
way of explaining hilure," says Max Rowe, of
Israel's Everyman's University, "but failure it re-
mains."

Recent research by UMA has confirmed this
failure. "We still :lave not found effective ways (if

hir doi timentation of this familiar axiom in anuit
('ducation. see Cross und Zusmin (bibliography),
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they egist) to inveve minorities, members of lower
socioeconomic gtoups, and lower educational
groups in higher education via the use of distance
-learning techniques," wrote Wayne Hartley in a
&paper, "Marketing to Nontraditional Audiences,"
based on the most recent findings. "We are 'still
catering to the white, middle-class, well-educated
members of society."

Recent Research

Among the seven programs participating in this
project, access and outreach are continuing con-
cerns. Eleven Open Learning institutions, includ-
ing three of the seven, wine surveyed recently by
UMA regarding the audiences (potential and actu-
al) for their TV courses, the number and nature of
such offerings and the extent and effectiveness of
promotional activities. The findings were:

These particular institutions serve a Potential
audience of 20 to 30 million adults, including
seven to eight million minority group mem-
bers.

During Spring '78, 10 institutions reported a
total of about 22,000 enrollments in TV
courses. Five community colleges accounted
for nearly 95 percent of these enrollments.

TV course enrollees with these institutions
!end to b older.than on-campus students and
a majority are simultaneously engaged in
Courses of study not involving television.

Ovqr a two-year period nearly 100 different
TV courses were offered by 10 institutions.
Only 12 of these courses were offered by more
than a single institution.

.

All but a small percentege of TY course en-
rollees are taking the courser for ,c*ollege
credit.

:0 Overall, the averagp Ws) per Course costs
, '''7(tuitfcrn and materielb),to TV' colIrst sjudepti

from these instituiions were about SOP. ,

: ; 'average Lourse costs for commAity,e'ttllege ,

ermine** Wert fess than _half the coste:for
; enrolleirrwith the other institutions: , .

-

meani. All used brochures bind most used
newspaper ads, TV ads, and radio announce-
ments as weH. Other means were employed
by many of the institutions.

The study concluded from the data that "the mark-,
edly higher enrollments reported by the Communi-
ty-related institutions compared with thoseAthe
other institutions, although perhaps due in part to
the relative longevity of the formeroare likely to be
better explained in terms of three other factors: a)
the relatively limited geographic ektension with
.communify colleges, b) the relative similarity of
community-college student populations for TV
courses and traditional courses, and c) relatively
low student tuition costs for TV courses at com-
munity colleges." r

, Levels of Participation
The "openness" of Open Learning We TV, news-

papers, radio, or otber mem media extends to virtu-
ally the entire population. Therefore, participation' .

must be thought of as occurring on at least three
levels, as Martin Chamberlain has noted:

1. The casual viewer or reader for whom the
media presentation is sufficient reward. We
heve reason to believe-a sizeable number of
viewers or readers became participants
through chance exposure. The quality of,the
message must be such as to hold them.

2. The viewer ece reader, who is not sufficientlx
attracted by 'the promise cij, the program to±
enroll as a non-credit student or who simply
purchases some of the published materiel. to-
engage in a deeper stuffy of the subject. ." .

h. 3. The serious student who enrolls for credit and
coMpXiies the. full ccufse.

Chamliektn offer:, the fcillowinf table Of com-
petitive-involvement at the three levels, based on.
"reasoned estiniates according lo evaluation stud-
ies of_ six courses irping pewspapers Lend ,three,
public "jelevision courses::

. ,,
Neivapkiper,+ Public" Televiehin

L.evel one* 5 . 3.5 million
,Level Iwo 12-30,000'

0 , I .
4 Alt bOtqine institution, reported Jhat 'support

.. i for TV courses came. &mil' multiple sourcel.
- CommunitY colleges receiVed from two-fhirds
to' all of their TV course.suppott from, state, '.

and, local 4, ivernMept. On the average, 15
. percent of commpnityoollege suppert catile

frditkisirtVent tuition. The other instkuliOni in '.
the' s ey received oo the averagenearly..
half their support from tuition anethe re-
maindearom other.,rried sourpes.

Promotion of TV cinirsea ify 411 surveyed
institutions involved the .use 51 multiple

21

Lerel thr& 0742900 - .12-50,000* p.

,Theremay be a fourth categc ,--tvery serious
,studenls who fidthfullYfollow an ontire series of
;broadcasts, do a, significaitt "ainciunt of ancillary
reacting, but do mst perhapi.because they
. . let

+Me. apparent anomaly in'which the tdtals filr level three under
Ipublic televisjon excted those of level tWo is catoed by.lack of
good dancon boa sales. It is possibte, piobobly likely. level tv/o
totals:exceed thoie of level three. Undoubtedly there ls some

internieftlgOng of numbers. The totals fpr level three are derlied,
where possiblvfrom enrollment 1nfdrmation rather_than.book

. .
I

, , t
, lb' - 4.. ,
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wish to proceed faster or differently than a pre-
scribed syllabus permits. (The present writer is one
such student, currently involved in two courses,
"The Shakespeare Plays" and "Introdnction to the
Humanities.") Considering such people as consti-
tuting a fourth category is only necessark because

. the three-part division seems io imply that the en-
rolled students are necessarily the most "serious."

While the numbers in this fourth group may be
small, the learning involved may be significant in
quality and results. Mureover, such learners might
be turned into enrolled students if courses were of-
fered with an "Independent Study" track that per-
mined self- directed work rather than prescribed
assignments, papers, and exaMinations.

A Nrw PUBLIC SERVICE NETWORK

One of the frontline of Opim Leming was described to the conference by Harold Morse of the
Appalachian Zdtication Sandthe Program (AESP). Since October 1, 1979, the Community Service
Network (QSN) u broadcisi $5 haunt per treks Ova hours a day, of public service programming,
dlitributid by aitelite th rough sebletolevision to up to three million AMIITICIM home.

- Programing, which ic designed to bernimcompetitive with PBS and commercial
television." said Mitres, °mold resch and serve. *idolised and/or underserved audiences with
increased prIrma content and frequency." He explabsed further:

u_A

The CSN will °fist if mix of educational, instnictional, and informations prognimmine. A
high percentsgs of the instructional programming, as it los in the past, will be continued on a
live beta.

..Otber progtamming, Mosl of it sUpported by speclil grants.; *ill be brnedcast on a live besis.
'The kr..,SZhas expetimented with, Ind QIN will 'cOntiuue to 'experiment ivith, the live,

g
reinote, trilgremming of speeches. Conferencol,:ind other 'special events. .

. . : ,

; Uodat.Adher Opeciel grants, tbe CSN hops. to looroollOprotium".. ittionctitin with tollfres
;

numbers on idles of its programs. One prowl= in mind, for example, (and
has been susiestid by some cable TV opetators) would be for senlin-cititenbudgetine

Etd financial Aiming with a Bye, toll-free number so that vkiwins from any part of the
country could cell qtteations.

;Thp Conuduelty.Service Network would mist communities *ith a variety of educational,
informational, and instructional progrtms. Based on 'continuing inputs from perticlpating

*. communities (Where the AESP now operates), from cable television operators, and from
If other lodal end iegional sources, .the CSN is developing program format which should

. -link, a Minim and constructive coptiibution in communities du oughout the country. ,

for Juriher informetimehoultbe AESP end the CSN, see Appendix A.

,
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Treasurer oi an aviation company. RON e:bLLINS
has had a good deal of experience with money. To
add to his expertisc, he has taken many courses in
business and accounting over the last 12 years.
I iowever. this spring brought him two new educa-
tional ,experiences in one-- a college course in
humanities delivered by televisie4.

r Ron 'enrolled in the humanities course because it
'was a required subject for 'a college degree. lie
enrolled in it on television because he thought it
would be "a nice way to take the course."

23

And he thinks he made the,righrdecision. "I think.I
really learned,a great deal from it,"- he says. "And I
enjoyed. it." Part of that enjoyment was tieing abk
to choose his own environment while watching the
programs

As a nipht student enrolled in nine hours of on-
ca mpus classes, Ron nillins likes ha Ying an alter-
native to spending every evening on campus. Tele-
courses Wye turned out to be a good way for the
treasurer to save time which he says is always a
good investment.'

9 ()



C. RESEARCH AND SVALUATIOk

"Research and evaluation have greater irnpor-
tance to Open Learning than they have generally
been given in conventional education," wrote the

_authors of the UNESCO report Open Learning.
They cited the reasons:

the need to justify expensive innovations

the necessity of long-range (and correct) pro-
jections and predictions as the framework for
making production and distribution decisions
with long lead-times and even longer in-use
effects.

. the relative isolation of the producers of dis-
tance-learning materials :n comparison with
on-site, face-to7face teaching.'

the wide visibility of the products and the di-
versity of the audience.*

,
A Research Gap

There is clearly a "research gap" between the
need for research in Open Learning, and the Nery
limited research currently being done.

The bulk of the research that has been done has
been devoted to the basic question: how does the ef-
fectiveness of teaching via television compare to
on-campus, face-to-face-instruction? The dear out-
come of this research has been summed up"by Leslie

'Purdy of Coastline Community College. -,

Television courses do teach, students are at-
tracted to them, do succeed in them and do enjoy
them. In fact, the effectiveness of televirion
couries has probably been more intensively stud-
ied than most on-campus instructional modes.
We who design and offer television courses do
not have to be defensive any lenger.
Beyond such studies, howey ,r, the pickings are-

slim, though the few major inquiries have produced
results that should fIncourage further Support: the
CPB-fehded study of The Ascen of Man, the study
of Classic Theatre by Purdy nd Icenogle, the
works of GAEL, NIE's study o the External De-
gree, end the look at the life stag s of adult students
by ,Rita Weathersby among oth rs, Veteran tele-
course specialists meeting in Dal as last summer
including representatives from coastline, Miami-
Dade, Dallas, and UMAag ed unanimously
concerning

the 1 rgent and compelling nee1 for a great deal
more research and evaluat1or in virtually all
aspects of telecourse operationslearner cogni-
iive styles and demographics, ;the adult learner
and lifelong learning, the rea' and perceived sub-
ject-area needs of the distant l arner, optimize-.
tion of design models end deli ery modes, tele-
course management and supp rt models, mar-
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keting methods and publicity techniques, forma-
tive and sumMative evaluation methods, and,
particularly, test item construction and analysis
techniques..
Former NIE Director Patricia Graham told the

last National Conference ,on Open Learning and
Nontraditional Study:

There has not been, so far, as much attention by
educational research to nontraditional educa-
tion and lifelong learning as we might like. The
history of educational research suggests that
such attention will grow as the field itself grows.
. . We should welcome efforts by"educational
research to find out more about the new students
who are coming into Nontraditional Study and .
about the way age groups who ha veliot previous-
ly been engaged in the educational enterprise
interact with education.
I know that many of you may be discouraged
with educational research and many of you may
feel that it does not_sufficiently iddress questions
in Open Learning and Nontraditional Study. . .

I've no doubt that, in time, as we define nontradi-
tional education better, the amount of research
energy directed toward it will increase.

I know this may not be- entirely utiefactory to
many who devote their lives to nontraditional
education, but I think you can be encouraged in
the way in. which the research community has'
been able to break away from many of the ortho-
dox university modes of scholarship in order
better to attend to the problems of traditional
schooling. That break means that we are dealing
with a field which is now mature enough to
address a w7de variety of problems within the
academic framework. The National Institute of
Education has sponsored research and other
activaies which we hope will at least establish
the precedent that such work needs to be done
and, I suspect more important, that the Federal
Government is willing to give money away for it.

t

Some Research Needs:
Product, Learner, Institution

Patricia Graham has indicated some high prior-
ity research needs:

We must learn a great deal more about the people
who are entering education at ages and life cir-
cumstances which have not before been widely
encountered by the educational system. This is at
least partially the task for research.
My estimate is that such research will develop
along two branches. The first will be learning re-
search. What are the patterns of learning in older
people? How do their Iffy experiences relate to



how they learn and how they behave in educa-
tional settings, whether they be traditional or
nontraditional settings? What kinds of teaching
best suit this group of learners? A second kind of
research, which I suspect will develop, will be
something like what we usod to call curriculum
research and development. It will involve in-
vestigation of topics and areas or studies which
nontraditional learners will want to address or
which will be useful to them. Here, I think, we
will have to difierentiate between topics held to'

-be utilitartan in some career-related sense and
those whose utility has to do with personal ful-
fillment. In either case, there is much to be done
in determining educational needs of nontradi-
tional students. The next step will then be to
develop materials and to study teaching styles
which are most effective in delivering such edu-
cation.We engage in much less of this kind of
research and development at the elementary and
secondary level now, not bedduse it isn't impor-
tant, but because Our schools and teachers have'
become so adept at their own curriculum devel-
vpment and because:private enterprise has beeh
successful in cooperation with teachers to pro-

. duèe materials which work. This process isnot so
advanced for students not in the traditional age
group. Here we will see a great deal of.activity.

Looking more specifically at media courses, Purdy.
suggests some promising areas, of inquiry:

How do broadcast television courses differ and
how do the differences affect' studeht perform-
ance? Methodological problems exist because
the major course producers are only nOw begin-

*

aing to standardize course design. Furthermore,
there are some differences in student viewe n
our broadcast areas, but two generalizations
seem to hold true:
1. Coordinated instructional systems are more

effective than simple broadcast courses using
uncoordinated components.

2. The way the course is offered, the amount and
type of support servicea, is as important as the
course design in determining stnclent per-
forrnance and completion rates.

To these variables in the instructional packag-
ing, Jerome Lord adds a second set of variables
the differences among students:

If the lessons of the summative evaluations done
to date could be summarized in any one observa-
tion, it might best be said that no methodology
makeb a more significant difference than another
until the learners are differentiated. (empha4is
added)

A third major area for research has been pro-
posed by Robert Heinich, editor of the A filo-

Visual Communication Review. He calls for
.

research about institutions, how they are struc-
tured, how they are managed. How is it, why is it,
what is it about an institution, like a university,
that tends to bias production (i.e., instruction) in
certain directions? How doei it work? Why does
it do it that way? And then find out how these
could be restructured to do it another way. . . .

We would-find it very profitable to work with
sociologists, bus1nr...6 people, engineers, other
disalplines, to find out about this.wholenotionof
ssystems and how it functione.

But first, such research must be encouraged with-
in higher education. At present, Heinich points out,
the reward system blessia only the narrowest kind
of "pure" research. "One of the real problems we
face . . . is getling development work given the
same kind of academic respectability as research
work."

A comprehensive approach to spurring and guid-
ing needed research in Open Learning might be to
prepare a Research Agenda of outstanding. ques-
tions that Would help improve practice.

A model for such-a reseamh agenda is the one
generated by the 1977 .NIE-sponsored conference
on Personalized Systems of Instruction.

Such a Research Agenda for Open Learning
might be Coerdinated with one for lifelong learning
as a field, developed by a panel headed by Narman
Kurland of the New York State Department of
Education, published by the Future Directions for a
Learning Society Project (The College Board). Re-
sponding.to the increasing need for researah in the
field of adult learning, the panel's report focuses on
the four main areas: adult learners, pioviders of
learning opportunities, tLe social context in which

,lifelong learning occurs, and the interactions of
learners, providers-, and society. The panel identi-
fies important gaps in research and provides a guide
for the use of researchers and those who fund
researchistudies. Kurland has suggested1hat the
framework for research into adult learning worked
out by he panel would be highly suitable for
organizingluther research in ,Open Learning and
that, if researchere throughout the lifelong learning
movement referenced this framework by identify-
ing the scope of their inquiries in terms of its
categories, it might lend more coherence to every-
one's efforts.

Such a research agenda would direct attention to
neglected areas and encourage coordination of ef-
forts. As Cross &nd Zusman noted in their reyiew of
the literature about adult part-time learners and the
programs designed to serve them: "Our overall
conclusion is that we know a great deal about a very
narrow range of topics."

3/
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Do babies and college mix? TERRY RASK thinks
so. She's seven months pregnant with her second

. child and almost two semesters along on her
college degree.

"I decided to take TV c ourses because I was preg-
nant and didn't want to be on campus every day,"
she explains.

Terry started college when her son entered first
grade. She first enrolled.in two on-campus classes
just to see if she could handle college work. And
she did very well.

With one semester of on-campus classes behind
her, she was looking forward to continuing. Then
.4he became pregnant.

The only disappointment about becoming preg-
nant again Was the thought that she would have to
postpone her college plans. But she found she
didn't have toshe enrolled in telecourses.

"I feel I have gotten as much out of the TV courses
as I would have on campus. Itve learned a lot," she
emphasizes. Either on campus or via television or
both, Terry Rakk is going on with college.

27.
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D. THE ECONOMICA: COSTS, (BENEFITS, PRODUCTIVITY,
ANOBTAINING SUPPORT

The academic joke that "nontraditional" simply
means anything that loses money is a grim reminder
that economics is crucial. in Open Learning. As
President Peter Magrath of the University Of Min-
nesota says: "The most critical problem confront-
ing Open Learning systems today (can be con-
iidered to,be) how can higher educational institu-
tions fund such systems in an increasingly tight
fiscal climate?"

Open Learning is expensive to produce and
disseminate, and as Bruce Johnstone points out,
"Few programs any longer clahn to be able to
deliver edpcation through this mode at a lower unit
cost than through the traditional mode."

Costs and Benefits
The difficultiesindeed, the frequent impos-

sibility given die present state of the artin relating
Costs to benefits in Open Learning systems have
been widely recogniZed. Some of the main,reasons
were cited by the directors of UNESCO's inter-
national series of case studies, Their concluded in
their 'non "Open Learning":'

Some systems preclude separate costing ei-
ther because the distance learning effort
draws heavily from resources and even mate-.
rials already prepared for on-campus students
or because efforts on behalfof on-campus and
distance learning students overlap and inter-
mingle.

Partnerships with broadcasting organizations
make it often impossible to obtain appor-
tioned ,operating costs from 'that partner, to
say nothing of capital costs,

Even when dealing with essentially self-con-
tabled operations, it is difficult to compute
meaningful costs per enrolled students ( to say
nothing of how to figure in costs and benefits
to the non-enrolled who constitute a consider-
able audience and apparently derive substan-
tial benefits).

Comparisons with conventional institutions
are difficult because those institutions do not
have costs per student v4h1ch take account of
their ongoing capital and overhead expenses.
Their computations rarely take account of
their enormous, in-place capital investment,
revolving-costs, research costs, etc.

To these factors one might add a number of in-
herently unmeasurable benefits that most vine',
vers would consider significant. The Open bearn-
ing Movement has a significant, but intangible,
effect on the consciousness of professionals in
higher education and on the general public. This
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impact is hard to measure, yet incontestableand
its cumulative consequence may be important in
changing minds through continual exposure to new.
ideas.

Professionally, the movement poses-a constant,
challenge to the academiz establishment. By dem- .

onstrating that new students are being served in
new ways through new approaches, Open Learn-
ing demands, simply by existing, Its own rightful
place in the higher education picture as well as
regular scrutiny of its prevailing practices to see
whether they are meeting real student near, and
utilizing the full range of available options. The
very questions of quality, cost-effectiveneu, and
relevance raised byand againstthe Open Learn-
ing Movement challenge all of American higher
education. .

As to the general public, the constant promo-
tional campaigns of, say, "the Coast Community
Colleges, -Dallas, UMA, Chicago's TS. College,
and others have begun to alter public awareness.;
Through display ads in newspapers and catalog and
brochure mailings, People are made increAeingli
aware bf TV courses and other alternative ways to
pursue higher learning; Equally important ii the
continual shaking up of the stereotypes about adult
learning that many adults still carry around in their
heads: that learning is fOr the young, adult educa-
tion is for immigrants, an adult s/iopld be embat-
rassed to go back to "school," learning takes place .

only in a classroom and involves dull academic 11,

subjects like Latin and calculus, etc( These shib-
boleths sound crude to those in or close to the field,
but tp the man in the street these are still prevailing .

beliefsthe author speaks as one who writes about
this field for a mass audience in TV Guide, Parent's
Magazine, and other periodicals.

The point is not trivial. Pertiaps the' most basic
challenge facing the Open Leerning Movement is
that many Americans do not really believe that they
can successfully change their lives through learn-.
ing. By confirming that one can, the movement is
gradually bringing about a shift in consciousness
that is essential not only for its own success, but
also for the American future.

But these are, intangibles, and they add to the
reasons why " it is hazirdous tb compare the costs of
Open Learning systems with thdse of conventional
institutions," as the UNESCO team concluded after
examining case siudies from around the world.

Such comparisons, on the rare occasions when
they have been done, often support the contention
that Open Learning systems do &liver instructi,on
at a cost-benefit level comparable to conventional
instruction. Yet these studies invariably leave out .

some important factors that would further favor
Open hearning. They ubuully fait, for example, I.

A)
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"WE,DECIDED TO BET A FEW MILLION BUCKS ON ITV"

The impOrtance of leadership from the top in making ITV work was stressed by Rodger Pool of the,
Dallas County Community College District. Said Pool:,

I maintain that feW so-called nontraditional approaches lo instruction have much of a
chance for success if it isn't readily apparent to all concerned that the "powers that be" care
enough about the approach to do more than pay lip service. In our District, it 'has always been
understood that telecourses would be offered, It has also been, understood that the
Chancelloi made that decision. Others had only to'be concerned about the "whats" and
"show- s'' of the matter. To his credit, the Chincellor not only decided tliat telecourses would
be offered, but he also hired a:highly qualified person to head the effort and had that Person
report directly to him. Of equal importance was his willingness, and that of the Board, to
commit the large number of dollars"risk capital," if you willrequired for siich an
operation to.have any chance for success. To paraphrase the Chancellor, "We decided to bet
n few million bucks-on' instructional television."

The probability of an Open Learning effort succeeding without a high level of support from
the chief idministrator of the institution and its governing board is as remote as the prospects
for an immediate drop in the price of gasoline.

take account of the capital investment that under-
girds conventional, instruction.

Jerome Lord has summed up the research on cost-
effectiveness in Open Learning:

It is not easy to figure whether commitments to
Open Learning'Systems and programs are cost-
effective. Certainly, Very little has been done in
the Unite'd States tri.tryqo measure. the economic
impact_44 :individual faetors'of apen Learning.
However, a number of studies have been done of
large-scale multi-media ,based Open Learning

'projects in Other countries..The basic finding of
these studies by Klees, Jamison, Suppes, et al., is
that such large-scale projectsareessentially cost-
effective. They also seem to'bave done'an effec-
tive job in teaching and leardhg. (While Carnoy
and Levin dispute thes,e conclusions, they do not
maintain that the project's Under study are not
cost-effective or learning-effective.) The' point, is
that policy makers ought, at the very least, to be
aware of such studies and, more particularly, the
design models that are available therefrom. It
may well bedhat new Open l,earning initiatives
will have to be structured to enable legislators to
ascertain the real costs of these initiatives and the
Impact those initiatives have lute on adillt learn-
ing and adult lives.

Practitioners from, Miami-Dade, Dallas, and,
Cdast agreed, Arlast summer's Dallas.invitational
workshop they. Oncluded thar"there is little evi-
dence that telecourses arc,, or,soon, will be,. more
cost-effective than tpaditional lecture-recitation
classes, assuming they are as' el fective instruc-

.. .
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tionally." Moreover, there is a widespread belief
among the,innovators that to assure utmost quality
further reduces the possibility of comparative cost-
effective operation. Ned Glenn, of Miami-Dade
notes that his operation at the Open College there
"could be more Cost-effective if -the RSVP system
were abandoned . . . but.the damage to learning ef'-v
fectiveness and learner support' would probably be
unacceptable."'

The Budgeting Process,
A major impediment to Open Learning projects is

the budgeting process in higher education. As
Miami-Dade's Robert McCabe notes in his contri-
bution to the AACJC handbook "Using Mass Media
for Learning": "The purchase of a set of films for
$2,000 or $3.000 is often debated dt length while
personnel budgets in the millions elicit little_discus-
sion." He goes on to elucidate the mental "set" that
pwmits such anomalies to occur:

Budgeling ptocedures in higher educa thm.a re, on
the whole, rather primitiye. There is a it expecta-
tion of 'normal expenditures' and everything else
is difficult to introduce or maintain'.

The consequence, McCalie points out. ,is that de-
spite new needs, new students, new detivery sys
loins, new kinds of personnel and materials. ne%,
eNense patterns, new curricular objectives. ejc..
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the essential budget decisions are still made the
same old ways. "With all the change, .budget
planners continue to anticipate expenditure, pat-
terns from earlier times, and to resist any others.
. . These current budget practices make ft partic-
ularly difficult tcr introduce or sustain the offering
Of television-centered courses with'illeir high flied
and loco/ incremental costs and very different ex-
penditure configuration (see table below), If snch
programstare to survive, great care must be taken to
understand the costs and to insure that there is a
demonstrable measure of quality and that expendi-
tures per student are maintained at or below those
of traditional programs."

McCabe developed this table to illustrate how
the cost structure of telecourses differs from that
of on-campus instruction.

, .

The PERC Approach to Measuring
Costs and Benefits

The seven projecfs vary widely in their approach
to documenting cost-efrectiveness. In some cases
the "Open" character of the programs precludes
&en an approach to measuring benefits complete-
ly, as in the case of UCSD's Courses by Newspaper
or wrap-around series. In others the complexities of
relationships with other institutiOns (UMA) or
forms of instruction (Coast) complicates matters.

One most ambitious assault on this problem in
general has been mounted at Empire State where a
-system called PERC (Program Effectiveness and
Related Costs) has been developed. "This system
focuses first and foremost on program effective-
ness," Ernest Pelvis explains, "and then asks, how
much does the program cost? PERC goes well
beyond what cost-effectiveness evaluation usually
ends up meaning in practice: niggardly attention to

I

effectiveness with the real ernikhasis remaining rni
the analysis of cost factors. PERC is a wholly new
approach to educational research thai enables deci-
sionmakers to truly gauge not just the cost of a pro-
gram in relation to the COMB of other programs, but
also the cost of a program in relation to the et:like-
Hovel effectiveness of that program." .

PERC has been applied to a media-assisted col-
lege course offered through Channel 13 in New
York City. In addition to educational evaluatiOns
through student questionnaires, phone interViews,
on-site observations, and intensive interviews with
instructional and broadcast staff, cost data on
course development and operation were collected
so that the evaluation of course effectivenas could
be viewed tin 'terms of course costs. The PERC
model proved fully capable of analyzing multi-
media type programs. Ten reports pre available,
ands similar study is currbntly under way for multi7
ctillege use of TV and Open University materials.

Further, the PERC instruments can be adapted to
be responsive to the particular mission and role of
the project in question. "Projects or educational
institutions can' thus study program effeetiveness
that is defined in terms importent to tHat opera-
tion," notes Paloia. "PERC does not establish Mend;
anis, butrather presents instruments that may be
molded to a specific institution's standards. Data
that Is relevant to an institution can inform deci-
sionmaking, priority-setting, and future planning.
And program research need no longer be conducted
in Ft vacuum."

The PERC sirategy was developed and tested at
Empire State College and is now being, used not
only at Empire State, but also at the University of
Wisconsin at Green Bay, Hampshire College (Am-
herst, Massachusetts),, State University . College
(Plattsburgh, New York), and Northland College

COMPARATIirE COST DISTRIBUTION FOR
A TYPICAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRADITIONAL EDUCATION

AND TELEVISION-CENTERED EDUCATION

Traditional

Institutional Support-50%*
Plant operations; administration; institutional .

programs; compliance and reporting; student
servides; instructional support.

Direct Instruction-
5%* Instructional Materials
459b* Instructional Personnelincluding sale-
del and fringe benefits of faculty, instructional
aides, etc.

Television-Centered

Institutional Support-35%*
Plant operations; administration; institutional
programs; compliance and reporting; student
services; instructional support.

Instructional Materials Acquisition and
Mcdification-15-20%

Delivery System-5-15%

Delivery of Instruction-25-35%
Includes cost of air time and faculty'aalaries,



.'-(Ashland, Wisconsin). "These institutions were
carefully chosen by the Empire State research team
to test the adaptability of the PERC model," Palo%
reports. "A wide range of institutional types is rep-
resented by thesq institutions, and they are finding
tLat the PERC strategy works for them. More
recently ,peveral other colleges and universities
across the country am adapting and applying
PERC."

The Marketplace
,.

Another espect of the economics of Open Learn-
ing is the internal viability of the "marketplaceldi
mass-Media materials. Robert McCabe has outlined
tile requisites for maintaining a healthy market-
place, particularly from the point of view of the
produceri of courseware:

1. Producing institutions should work closely
together so that comprehensive offerings are
available.

2. Producing' institutions elpuld design course
materials to permit otherP to modify at
minimal cost and with a view to widely varied
uses. I

3. Prodiking institutions ihould resolve the seri-
ous question concerning methods of distribu-
tion of materials.

, 4. Delivering institutions should not view the
video programs as a substitute for traditional
lecture-discussion classes, but as one compo-
nent in a newly configured delivery systein.

5. Delivering institutions should develop an un-
derstanding of the economics of these courses
so that there can be responsible budgetini.

8. Delivering institutions must accept the re-,
quirement to pay to acquire course materials.
This is a basic cost for tkis type of instruc-
tional delivery, and the priducing institutions
Intuit have this return if they are to cofitinu'e to
make materials aVailable.

7. Dramatically improved cooperation from the
public television establishment is im,Perative.

Pertiaps the best criterion for meaciuring the
worth of an Open Learning system is no '. cost/bene-,
fit analysis or comparison with other institutibns,
but whether a desirable educational objective` is
being served, which otherwise would not be, and at
an affordable cost. In t; .;nking. about the cost, it
shouldbe kept in mind that social costs of advanced
educatirm, not usually considered, are significint

t in these systems. Moving information rather than
people has taken on new importance in an era of
energy consciousneas, and the convenience of
Open Learning makes this mode of higher educa-
tion far less demanding of students' time than tray-,
eling,to a campus.

Such considerations can have decieve policy
implications. It may come to be seen as a historic
turning point in American higher education that
Coast Community College Districtin Oratge Cpun-
ty, California, under the leadership of Norman
Watson, decided not to build a new IMO million
campus, but instead to create the community- and
broadcast-based Coastline Community College.
The savidg of the capital costs of creating a major
campls and then sustaining the effects of its use
oversO years by commuting students vividly re-
veals the economic implications of Open Leirning
aysteins.

Obtaining Support
What are the likeliest sources of thefunds needed

for, the continuation and growth of Open Learning
systems? Bruce Johnstonehas identified five pos-
sible sources:.

Parents

Students (and spouses or families), through
current earnings or debt

Philanthropy

State and Federal taxpayers

Employers

He doubts thaj much increased support will come
from parents or philanthropy (except for start-up
costs for jome novel projects), or from tax revenues
from the Federal or state level. The most promising
sources, he finds, are students and their spouses
and families ("I believe that students can and will
pay if the value of Open Learning is perceived and if
financing mechanisms are available.") and em-
ployers (". . . may become an increasingly popular
employse benefit as well as a recognized wise in-
vestment in human capital by the employer. The
financial future of Open Learning may depend to a
very treat extent on expanded support from this

,
sector.").

.

Students as a source would, and should, become
even more significant if student assistance were

'available to nontraditional students on an equitable
basis, Johnstone asserts. "The largest public sub-
sidy; by far, to, postsecondary education comes
frolri the states in the form of support to public
institutions," he notes. "The next largest subsidy
flowi to students eligible for one of the Federal
student aid programs. . . . Open Learning must
securveligibility for its students for some share of
resmlar Federal financial aid."

,

With sources of outside funding so questionable,
Johnstone hangs his hopes largely on Open Learn-

.. ing's becoming institutionalized and receiving its
fair share of each institution's regular budget.
"Open Learning (must) Lecome part of whatever
regular process of budget/approval/appropriation
siniports the state college or community college

33
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systems, but on terms and according to formulae
that do not work to the disadvantage of Nontradi-
-tiotal programs. (And) Open Learning and Nontra-
dafanal programs must secure eligibility for their
.sbAdents for some share of regular financial aid."

But johnstone's pessimism about increased pub-
.& support is contested by equally 'qualified ob-
servers. President Magrath of the University of
Minnesota, for example, argues that Open Learn-
ing can and must be sold to Fedefal and state
-agencies:

If Open Learning is to survive, its supporters
must assume an offensive, not a defehsive, pos-
ture. We must, in short, do a better job of selling

'Open Learning and develop new vehicles for
assuring continued funding.
How? First, we must do a better job of selling
Open Learning on the national level. We need to
push for what some call "a G.I. Bill of Rights for
the aduli learner." At the same time, we might
consider pushing hard for the establishment of a
tuition credit system that would assure two years

4*,

of free postsecondary education for everycitizen
7.as a socially useful right and usable at any time
in a person's hfetime. -

Congress should also be pushed to correct other
inconsistencies, that discriminate against the
nontraditional learner.
Another approach, "consortia ot, funders," has

been proposed I* Ilon McNeil of UMA. "Private
foundations might get back into the field of sup-
porting educational technology; but with a differ-
ence. They could support collaborative efforts, and

, they should themselvts collabcrate in supporting
/ them. That way a foundation could expreas its

interest in one discrete Obese of a vast project in
which it has 'an inférest." For example, UMA
secured a small grant that enabled it to distribute its
ambitious japan series to literally hundreds of thou-
sands of people who never would have seen R.
Currently, it is seeking a $20,000 grant to provide
special print materials on its alcohol abuse course
to secondary school teachers, cleating a whole new
audience for this $300,000 courat.
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After a lap., of 12 years, SANDRA BOOG-SCOTT,
mother of two, decide.1 to return to school. She
began by taking.a TV course.

"I thought a telecourse would get me into the habit
of stedyiag again. I also hoped it would give me
insight into wbat to expect when I returned to on-
campus classes," shersays. This honor student no
longer needs telecourses to help assure her that she
can make it in college. So why does she continue to
take them?

"I want to be home when my children re then, My

3
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. AMIE i'llrisyft

A

older son is lit school an day, but my little one
attends preschool in the mornings only. So I can
work in only two courses bnitke campus," she ex-
plains. By conibining these with telecOurees,
Sandra can still carry a full class-load.

Even though telecourses give her more time at
home, she does not feel they are easier than her
other,classes. Irs Sandra's words, "Telecourses are
harder than regular courses because you have to he
vqry self-disciplined to finish a telecourse." I

to)



E. IMPLICATIONS OF EMERGING TECHNOLOGY.

New technologies have always eterted a power-
ful force over educators' imaginations (despite
ritual avowals that one must start with educational'
goals before selecting media). This is natural and
desirable as long is this power is understood and
acknowledged. Invention is the mother of neces-
sity: The telephone, the tape cassette, and the
peperba& iniok Aparked new ways to learnjuit as
mclia has. While it may be irue that ends should
deterinine means, the human animal is detighted
with its tools. "How can we use this marvelous
thing for education and human development?" is
not, a misguided question, but one that was ad-
dressed in Caraegie H and that educators should be
unashamed to ask.

Fortunately, they are asking it. And. in the Open
Learning Movement, the question points towards
changes in the future. The video disc, the minicom-
puter, the satellite, home TV taping and playback,
increasing use of the telephone for interactive
education, simulation limpsthere's such an ar-
ray of intriguing new technologies already in use
that a whole series of profiles of successful (and un-
successful) projects hail been produced underFord
Foundation suppprt by Educational Facilities Lab-
oratories for the Society of College and University
Planners.

The new chnolOgies on the immedia& horizon
were recen ly reviewed by Arthur Unger of the
Christian S fence Monitor:

Vid cassette recorders approximately
750, on of these are already in use, purchased
at a here from IWO to $1,200, and indus-
try urces estimate selling half a million in
197

Video-discsthese small, cassette-player-
sized machines that play, special program-
ming with laser-beam technology ere now
being market-testei: in'several parts of the
country to sell for $400-$700. The 12-inch
discs, to sell for 119-1120, will play thtough a
regular TV set. THe industry's plans call for
the sale of video-dise "softwaie" as the
money-makerlike expensive blades to fit
loss-leader razors.

eatellitttsrates continue to come down, and
there will be more and tnore live Program-
ming via satellite. In addition, "supersta-
tiona" like MCC in Atlanta, which feed local
programming by pommunications satellite to
cable-TV systems across the country, may be
expected to emerge rapidly.

Commstarsthepromise of donlputers te still
to be fulfilled. The Miami-Dade PSVP system
points one direction for support servibes to
distant learners. W. C. Norris, chairman of
the board of Control Data, which created and
markets the PLATO ihstructional system,
argues that the computer is ;enabling educa-
tion to Zenter a new era, one Marked by the
beginning of a reversal of the fast everescalat-
ing (sic) cost trend. . . This era will come
because i marriage is being consummeted
between business and education, each corn-

, tributing what it is best equipped to contribute
in order to bring advanced technology and the
economics of scale to education."

Cablemore diversified programming may
be expected in the aftermath of Warner's

ir

TECHNOLOGIES FOR INDIVIDUALIZATION?
,

potiatiels of new tschpologies for Open Learning loomed large 'at the conferem-e.
,"Speekini for UMA," said Dcm McNeil, "I can tell 7ou that we ere committed to not going doivia

abgb track, al our recently promulgated new policy guidelines indicate. W6 believe that we need to
look aEother technologilis Jo meet the full range of studente nee08." .

Bob IdoCebe of Miami-Dade sees sharp changes as new-technologies emerge. "I believe that
individualised= of instruction, through a combination of stwolchip computers' and videodiscs, with
hometif naivete already in place, maybe the wave of the future," he said. "The student population of

the sliththit! will be much more yariedin ageand in every other waythan today's student body. They
will require DOt the mass delivery of courses, but new kinds of interactive, indMdualised program-
ming. We're investing heavily in staff time to explore those possibilities and be ready to build on our

RSVP system when th..; time comes."
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QUBE experiment in Columbus. Ohio, whicl?
offered subscribers a widely diversified
choice of programming as well as two-way
capability. Some systems are already plan-
ning to offer a childreh's channel, to be made
available for a Small added fee. There is talk of
a sports channel and an all-news channel in
other cable areas.

A far more thorough discussion of the "Implica-
tions of Broadcast or Alternative Distribution of
Telecourses' will shortly be available in a paper
.with that title prepared for the Station-College
Executive Project in`Adult Learning (SCEPAL) by
Susan M. Graff, director of Educational ahd Spe-
cial Servrce's, KPBS-TV, San Diego. Ms. Graff's
paper compares the technical capabilities of broad-
cast , -table, ITFS, satellite, and videodiscs, as well
as explicating their comparative implications for
the scheduling, costs, and marketing of tele-
courses.

A broad-gaug% discussion of communications
technologies for leaders in higher education is "A
CoMmunications Primer for College Presidents" by
Ralph, Lee Smith, prepared for Educational Facili-
ties Laboratories and the American Association of
State Colleges andiThiversities (October 1978). This
paper provides brief descriptions in lay language of
the major tecilnologies cable TV, common
carriers. videotape recorders and 'videodiscs,

36

gatellites. microwave, circy1t 'integration, dtgital
t transmission, data packet spitiching, and fibreop-

ticsand brief assessments of ir impact with
implications for education and ey issues, and
inventories the agencies and grou in the field.

From the learner's point of vieiv, the optimum
mix of media %/ill often include a range of re-
sources. One of thqpresent writer's most successful
adult learning expariences fri,,," ed using a series
of films loantd from a library; tape cassettes of out-
standing lecturers in the field; books and journals,
of .course; a local organization in the field; end
correspondence with experts.

Such "mixes" put learning increasingly in the
hands of the learner, which even TV comes can't
match, "Television programs are no more:flexible
than classloom studit s." notes Don McNeil. "The
student has to fit his schedule to that of the TV
station. Even on campus, a student would rather
stay at home and pjay something under his or her
control. The key is that learning is no longer going
to lqe in the hahds of someone else. It is going to be
under the control of the learner: If the student has
access to vtdeo or audio tape, he can decide whea he
is going to use it. A student can slap it into the
machine at 3 in the morning if he wants. We have to
learn to handh; the type of learner who has all the
means of learning at his or her disposal, who can
learn at a tinw when he or she wants."

4 11



EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES:
PROMISING AREAS IDENTIFIED BY CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

Teleconferencing Satellites '

Computer-Assisted Instruction I Home Video Systems

Computer-Managed Instruction

Disco

Cable, including two-way

Other distribution methods

Minicam

Radio (re-umerging)

Audio Tapes

Audio Cassettes and Slides

1" and y," formats for broadcast and on-site use, respectively

mser--`
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Not many people are able to spend every eyening
on campus after working ..I1 day, even if they do
want to earn a college degree. HELEN NE1DIGH
has found she doesn't have to. She enrolls in tele-
courses..

After working ar a secretary for nine years. Helen
made up her mind to go back to college to complete
her degree, She still works full-time and attends
classes two nights a week at the college.

"I decided to take telecourses because I couldn't
spend as much time on campus as I would like to,"

4
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she says. A psychology major, Helen finds tele-
courses a convenient alternative to attending eve-
ning classes eyery night.

Helen. and her husband have both taken tele-
courses, and they often watch the programs to-
sether. A veteran television student, Helen has
four telecourses to her credit now, and she reports
that she enjoyed all but one.

Soon Helen hopes to attend classes full-time; in the
meantime, she's filling out her schedule with tele-
courses.



F. PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES

Perhaps the chief public policy iss
point of view of project leadeis around
is: Will there be further Federal su
McNeil of UMA advocates not onl
should be, but that it should be put on
basis, "the same wiy that the regional
Research & Development Laboratorie
or like the ongoing Federal support
College and on the same basis: that Op
servee a population or populations nee
attention."

Such support, McNeil arguei, shoul
regular "ready-to-serve'? costs of mai
capacity to operate, as with the Exten
With that capacity in place and publi
Open Learning projects should then be
find the specific project funding neede
specific products and services.

Other major public policy issues are

How can state and local funding

How can tharvarious national ass
higher education institutions be m
support of the movement? (Most
token interest, but there is much
tial there for powerful support.)

How can current FCC deliberifti
towards "pulling the plug on ITV'
out its frequency allocations be i

How can the Higher Education A
ization be influenced?

How can the consequences of-Car
used to advance Open Learning?

e from the
the_country -

port? Don
that there

an ongoing
ducational
are funded
f Gallaudet
n Learning
ing special

be for the
taining the
ion inodel.
ly funded,
xpected to
to develop

e obtained?

ciations of
rshalled in
ave shown
ore poten-

ns looking
by. wiping
fluenced?

reauthor-

egie be'

Should an Open Learning University for the
US., be studied as George Bonham suggesta_
(Change, November 1978)?

Can government regulation:i that discriminate
against Open Learning-students (in the alloca-
tion of aid, or the VA's classroom-attendance
requirement for educational benefits) or
against Open Learning programs (such as the
use of courses to define eligible programs,
legislative reluctance to accept nontraditional
programs, basing funding on fall enrollments
or full-time facility or students) be changed?

Do current copyright laws unreasonably im-
pede the fullest use of telecourse materials?

Can Open Learning delivery modes help deal
with the energy...crisis?

Should financial aid be provided for typical
Open Learning students?

What should be the relationship between
public television and Open Learning?

How do you handle controversial program-
ming?

Who should pay for training activities?

An excellent review of the Federal policy issues
affecting the adult part-time student and the roles of
the major D.C.-based education organizations in
pressuring on their behalf appeared, in the Chron-
icle of Higher Education, February 260979.
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THE CONCEPT
,

oeAcwudooflkiiI need to spitteithisivord about thedemonstrated success of
14011044110000 the h m*'OOobibuUOnit cold make to American , I. learning. " We all

kali WV* IlVenitetne r pan," easested Lakin of , , "and bow fat we
Sot people out themthe lemma themielves,aod most of our

'tiled the Odium brought strongly before Aim. Its emends
Of programa in this field is en improved public and political

i McNeil of UMA, song other pertkripants, agreed with this
that people mkt telecoms soar tbibottom of their proferred

emything, because 00 wont of the people surveyed have never bad

exposure to or,altoriatlim." said 1410filet Wafture of the Appalachia Satellite Prefect
0* t_D friPkiletaik pub* odesatousness, soMoonferess thought, la with new programs that

ara hinftg that their effectiveness cannot bedenied. "Everyone carried op about the theoretical
flaw* in usingTV foileachine youngohildren until beams Street" one participent observed. "Then the
disommion wee ovo" "Swooshl courses overcome resistance tether readily," added Lusidn, "but

they hovel* be mallygtood,"And lames Zigerell tithe AMC Ta sk FORM expressed the conviction that
"Open Leaning will live or de oa the qualify and diednativenest of the cOmme we produce."

The discussion suggested that a gap exists betWeen the state of the art (advanced and poind for
even greater progress) and public attitudes and policies. Tbe question of how the gap might be closed

was left moot

tof

"We, won't prevail by merely chipping away at the convenfonal structure," concluded Don
McNeil. "Maybe what we need is a better organized movement to iniltience public opinion and higher
education policY. . . ."
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Already an accomplished painter and seamstress;
WILMA DENNIS has found still another way to
add a little class to her life. She enrolled in a tele-
course. In fact, she enrolled in twoboth in
English.

Even though her husband and children alternately
teased her and encouraged her about returning to
college as a 65-year-old grandmother, she's enthu-
siastic about her participation in telecourses. "I
enjoyed the assignments and writing very much,"
she says.

Away from college since the rorties, Wilma has dis-
covered that some of the lessons serve as refresh-

ers, while others bring her up to date on how much
the English language has changed since then.

Between painting, teaching art classes, partici-
pating in art exhibits, and enjoying her famjly,
Wilma's life is very full. Although she really wants
to write, she feels it helps to have someone else
making assignments and setting deadlines. "I don't
have the self-discipline to do it alone," she ex-
plains.

Now that she has tried her hand at expository
writing, she's hoping to try a creative writing class
next. Wilma likes having class in her life.



G. COOpERATION AND COLIABORATION

Cooperation and collaboration are already highly. ,
developed in the Open Learning Movement, though
frther oppotunTtt&kth""
' Existing cousortial arrangements, particularly

those itwolving some participants, are reviewed in
the autEor's recent report, "The Other Open Univer-
sity," published by the Society of College and
Univr,rsity Planners. The conclusion was:

Alternative modeli are emerging which demon-
strate .that money, know-how, talent, and sales-
manship can be assembled without the creation
of new, mammoth degree-granting institutions.
Colleges are Joining forces in ad hoc consortia. In

some cases these temporary partnerships are for
the pdrpose of pooling in-house talents to pro-

-di:66-'6a frialVer
with textbook publishers and public broldcast-
ers to' do so.

In other cases, the users of telecourses tie form-
ing consortia. Colleges are banding topther lo-
cally in a kind of consumer cooperative move-
ment to get better buys, to make more and better. .
use of the courses currently becoming available
in such rich but sometimes perplexing profusion.
and to win a sal, in what is produced next.
These are far leas complicated to start, and. run

-Plans

Predrit'xire commettuet
Developing- National 40visiny Network of Ripstis . ,

Fuliersiirveretienicigleboretton between educators end bpi:deniers

Cooped:6M between traditional .and nontraditional programs

C000rrOon Within and between palette
Ceepetation with contract and nrin-6ntract organisations

-*-toOltirsibeeoug teps_ programs
Shering 'informetion

htuteal project support
aolleboritirsrearket research and plaring
Cooperetion In 'tiff development

Lser!er aside identification and analyg\*

Colieberation tt.), impact on public polict cokisideretions related to Open Learning

VA:Nation of Open Learning xperiences

____a_Natitinal_pnhiliielejnortefforts

Halpirieusers do e better job of marketing and implementing courses

"Lobbying" for more funds for all of the above and other national needs, such as reasonable banking
standards end sO on

National research on such things as mark.tlng effectiveness in adapting courses, special needs of
special students, the best ways to use tele on and, to integrate.systems, etc.

Adaptations for handicapped students (hearing, sight, reading, language, etc.)

Other Observations: .

Cooperation, comproinise, or capitulationto what extent can we cooperatebut continue to fulfill
our primary institutional goal?

There is more cooperation than is readily visible to outsidersit should be identified.
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than consortia that involve production, and they
have been created under all sorts of auspices:
public TV stations, already existing consortia,
state education department agencies, and others.

In both cases, the basic motivation is both educa-
tional and financial: how to produce and/or use
telecourses to provide quality instruction to
greater funnbers of studenteat reat:onable cost..

That report covered producers, such as Miami-
Dade, Dallas, Chicago, Coast, San Diego, the Ne-
braska Educational Television Council for Higher
Education, Project ACCESS, and the organization
of some major producers in the AAC1C Mass Media
Task Force, and users, including the Los Angeles-
and San Francisco consortia, the Maryland and
Connecticut patterns, and less formalized arrange-
ments around the country.

Another Kind of Cooperation
There is another kind of cooperation that holds

considerable promise, yet has been neglected: co-
operation between the Open Learning Movement
and the Adult Education Movement. Wesley
Meierhenry of the University of Nebraska has

-pleaded for more ciillatorillon-b-etWeenThese two
fields, pointing out that

The adult educators know some important things
useful to Open Learning: about thr need .for a
sharp focus on the learner's needs, about the im-
portance of getting out there where the learners
are, about the special characteristics of adult
learners, about the necessity to depart frOm
traditional academic categories in designing
courses.

Indeed, they know far more than that, and they are
learning fast. Each year their National Conference
on Adult Continuing Education brings together the
foremost theorists and practitioners in the field, and,

,YelmNIMINp=1
Ahelast two such ronferences have explored topic,

of intense relevance to the Open Learning
Movement: serving older learners, the burgeonInp
compeiencl -based education movement,' and the
mandatory continuing education movement; new
roles for women as learners, teachers, and plan-
ners; the need for a national.policy on expandini
adult learning opportunities; and billion dollar
markets in industrial and business inining. Yet the
Open Learning Movement, the area of formal
higher learning that overlaps with adult and con-
tinuing education, was not represented at these
conferences.- Nor are leaders from the adult and
continuing education field, with a feW notable
exceptions like Philip Frandson's address to the last
one, invited to the Open *Learning Conference.
There should be greater communication and col-
laboration at every_ level, from pre Aitioners to
policy makers, between these two highly congruent
"movements," each seeking to serve adults' learn-
ing needs.

An' example of the possible benefits: a just-
published article in Lifelong Learning (Journal of
the Adult Education Association of the U.S.)argues
persuasively that "Experiments in adult

educatiorrErFtrfevisiorr have-skirted th e-rn a in issue
of the principles of adult learninghow to utilize
television to incorporate modes of learning ad-
justed best for i,dult learners," The author, Lovern
Root King of Evergreen State College', argues that
this lapse accounts for the reported failure of many
TV-based adult education programs. His argument
is well-bolstered with theoretical and empirical
data, well worth the scru3ny, of Open Learning
practitioners. Yet it is not likely that the paper
would come to their attention.

44

Towards a New Level of Cooperation
The major outcome of the conferLnce was the

proposed creation of an Open Learning Alliance.
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HOW ONE REGION IS MOVING
TOWARD GREATER COOPERATION

' John Montgomery, president of the Central Educational Network out of Chicago, told conferees
about an emerging network for telecommunications service to all types of institutions and organiza-
tions supporting adult learning programs throughout 12 states of the upper Midwest.

During the past several months over 530 individuals Working in postsecondary education
and public television were called together from throughout the region into 12 highly
successful state meetings to learn about and react to the-plan. (if these, and often in spite of
very bad weather. 312 persons attended, and almost universally expressed faverable view
points in regardto the plans discussed. In almost every insiance there was wideipread,but
small scale activity in the use of television to facilitate adult learning processes. These uses
include: college credit courses; non-credit courses; television and general self-improvement
viewing. Equally prevalent was the recognition that, contary to the current state of affairs,
inatitutions ought to be working-together in order to better coordinate their work. State
commissions, state university systems, private colleges and their associations, community
colleges, vocational/technical schools, publickhool systems, and professional associations
were all represented and in only a very few instances (usually at the local level) was any
witness given to cooperative efforts with other institutional types.
Our elementary-secondary service which has developed during the past six years is seen as
a model for what needs to happen at the adult level. We propose a 12-state council to be
establishedinitially by one ad hoc representative from each state. One of t he majorgoals of
the first year should be to help each state determine its awn unique mechanism for selecting
its representative on the council and the source of funding for its share of,council costs in
future years. In most instances, this is seen as probably requiring a loose knit committee
within each state which has participation from each of the major institutional types involved
in providing adult learning ixperiences. Already i the FY '79 meetings, each assemblage
haaidentifie ' from one to five persons as key continuing liaison contacts with CEN until the
project is fully launched.
A second major'activity of the council .during the first year would be to clearly define its
mis§ion, objectives, and plan of action. The council would haVe virtual autonomy in
establishing its own budget and program of activities but would interfpce with CEN by
'selecting its own officers to con nose an Executive Committee officially representing the
council members on the CEN Board of Directors. To accommodate administrative oversight
and business requirements of the council, a 10 percent overhead cost _will be transferred
annually from the council budget to CEN's general operating accounts.
As suggested earlier, the council would have liberty to plan its own scope of activity and
service. However, several items already appear feasible and can be modified, deleted, or
expanded as the needs and interests of the several states require. Certainly, paramount to the
agency's success would be the ability to continuously assess those needs and interests in
order to rtdirect the service output to most appropriately respond to what changing times
and,technology may dictate. Other examples of service functions which the council would
immediately fill are:

a) Scheduling.and distributing underwritten program series for both broadcast and non-
broadcast uses as credit course:, or other adult learning purposes,

b) Screening materials 'available for acquisition.

c) Negotiating group ren*,,s in behalf of interested institutions,

d) Establishing a regional library of programs,available to the membership.

I
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This cooperetive organiution would encourage the
deyelopment of Open Learning delivery systems
and mediated instruction. Participants in the
conference discussed the possible purposes, organ-

and-iunctions_of the_new_organiution.
Among the ideab suuested were that it could
pmvide leadership in representing the interests of
Open Learning before the Congress and the Admin-
istration; share information through project status
reports and news impacting on Open Learning

nationwide; plan for collaborative projects among
members; and provide the administrative structure
for joint public information, research, marketing'
and distribution, and training and staff develop-

Anent
An up-to-date aCcount of the Open Learning

Alliance, as of the time this publication went to
press has been presented in the foreword to this
report by-Donald McNeil.
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SOME PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS

"Lffelong-LeariiIng"--tutte new-rallying cry-in
American higher education as colleges wince under
declining enrollments. Plainly put, we are running
out of kids to teach. More loftily stated, adults need
and want opportunities to learn. Moreover, "future
shock" forces us all to become continuing learners.
Everything points towards lifelong Learning as:the
new frontier in education.

What does this mean for educational technology?
I believe it means that the time has come when
media mayindeed, mustbecome central in the
learning lives if Americans.

Lifelbng learning means reconceiving the entire
educational process as a continuum from the ear-
liest years to the final flowering of wisdom in old
age. It means recognizing the fact that learning and
growth can continue unabated throughout adult
life, and insisting that society must provide ade-
M4e opportunities for education at all ages. It
m as that "learning to learn" can at last truly
bec e the prime goal of schooling, because young
people, no longer can be provided with all the
knowl ge they will ever need, or even the most
essential` nowledge, while in a school. It means
that trainh,g students to use media resources for
learning shdild become a major educational prior-
ity.

Lifelong learning means, above all, not separat-
ing out the "edueational" part of our lives from the
rest. We must recognize that the ultimate educative
forces in society are not the schools and colleges.
They are our work,\T cities, our families, our

bemedia. We come wh we do, what we see, what
we live.

So the ideal of "Lifelong. Learning" presents two
challenges to educators First, to Lae communica-
tions technology to extend learning opportunities to
literally everyone, at every age, in every circum-
stanceof life, Second, to humanize the commercial
mass media by empowering peopie hiure them crit-
ically and creatively. I'm impressed at recent pro-
gress and the promise of the eighties in both of these
areas.

Several years ago I served as associate director of
the Commission on InstruCtional Technology,
which made a large number of recommendations
for improving American. education. Looking
around today, I gm astonished by how many of
those recommendations have been imirlemented
but I am even more struck by how many entirely
novel initiatives, which firs Commission never en-
visaged, have &cut ed In this 'inventive area.

Major articles have appeared in major magazines
from TV Guide to the N.Y. Times over the ptstlyear
on the burgeoning of instructional TV in the na-
tion's colleges to reach adults who cannot or Ili not

---'-come -to the campus-,--The----most.- authoritative -

newspaper of academe, The Chronicle of Higher
Education ,. reported recently that "School officials
and faculty members are now hailing the tube ea the
greatest boom to public education since the Guten-
berg press."

Other technologies are flourishing too. The uae of
films has become commonplace, yet startlingly
sophisticated, in millions of classrooms. Tape cas-
seites are now available which bring the best lec°-
turers in virtually any subject into the learner's
home, to be used at his or her convenience: while
driving to work, repairing the bicycle, mixing the
%Ichyssoise. The net result has been to enable more

01, and more learners to take their education into their
own hands through use of media.

Let me give an example from one learner's ex-
perience: When I wanted to learn General Semen-
tics, I didn't pay to take one of the locally offered
courses, with an instructor who was an unknown
quantity., a syllabus that might not suit my personal
needs, the hasslerof having to get to a certain place
at a certain time every week, and the cost. Instead, I
got the most renowned lecturer in the country to
deliver his course in my living room whenever I felt
itt the moodeven thqugh he was in San Francisco
and I was in New York. How? By borrowing a Mad

. Hayakawa films from my local library,
I augmented Hayakawa- on film with other ex-.

perts On tape cv ssettes, which I could listen to at my.
convenience. My television viewing Of commer-
cialit and sitcoms provided ideal 9se-stud1es on'
which to use the concepta I was-learning. Books,
journals in the field, and phone interviews with
some of the "reading experts, completed my do-it-
yourself "course". I proceeded throughout at my
own pace, skipping things I wain't interested in,
digging deeply into topics of personal interest. The
result: no grade or creeits to show, but I adquirsd a
potent mental tool that I use virtually every day. I
enjoyed myself tremendously, and I proved to
myself that self-directed learning virethe media can
be an ideal form of education.

The media and the educational system are mov-
ips, however hesitatingly and awkwardly, dozer to
dne another.

In higher education, a whole Open Learning
Movement has emergPd. The University of Mid-
America spans seven states to reach a whole region
with first-rate college courses. In California,Coast-
line Community College uses TV as a major tool. In
Appalachia, a satellite brings in-service education
to teachers who would otherviise be lat to fend for
themselves in solving 'grievous problems of di- -
advantaged pupils. 'The Dalian Community Col-
leges react tens of thousands in their community.
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and lease top-flight comes to other.institutions Yet sheer snobbery still dominates many educe-
around the country. Chicagds TV College is still tors' ifttitudes towards the media. I stirred up
going strong .after two decades in the business._ temPests in some academic teapots, last year when I
Viami-Dade Community College specializes in confessed in print that "I'm a college professor but I
mating "wrap-athund" courses out of some of tilt -thln-k-ymrczwsometimes- learn more sitting infront
most exciting film and video fare of,our time, in- of your television set than sittilig in a classroom."
eluding "Roots." a , Even though I hastened to underline the words

Most recently, just as this report went into press "sometimes" and "can"and went on to show
the New York Times reported that Walter H. readers how to become active, creative listeners.
Annenberg, presi4ent of Triangle Publications (TV: even of sitcomsthe letters came roaring in, taking
Guide) and former Ambassador to Britain; 'is ./:----=-44e to task. But a few experts agreed. "Here's this

posing to donate $150 million to public television to meditub operating 24 hours a day, for all ages. with
no holidays or truancy, constantly modeling for us
how people behave, solve problems, relate to one
an ther," said Ben Logan of, the Media Action

.ReL 'arch Center. "This is our school. We viewers
need to develop more positive ways of using TV."

create a "national university of the air." Th,is would
be the largest grant ever made to public broadCasfi,:
ing by any private. source other' tan the ecird.
Foundation, involving a contrihution of $10 million.
a. yest for 15 years for a Ostem of zollege credit ,

courses. The propoied "American version. of
Open University" would, acsording to the Times.
"probably make extensive use of cable television,
satellites, video cassettes and video discs,,in addi-
tion to a limited .ichedule of hours, on the Public
Broc...icasting Service and National Public Radio."

The burgeoning of educational communications
and technology is a world wide phenomenon. Over
the past year I've visited a "Center for Instructional
Technology" ands TV-based lEveryinan's Univer-
sity" (one of some 20 around the world), both in
Israel; seen radio and tapes being used to bring basic
education to the rural poor in Bangladesh; learned
how the British haye launched a spectacularly
successful war on illiteracy using TV.

5')
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Some of the inost important educational and
cultural' organizations in the nation, from the U.S.
tieffice of Education to the Comaratinninr_Public_
Broadcasting and the Ford Fcundation, are putting
major emphasis on encouraging and supporting theo
use of communications technologies for learning.
But the most important developments are at the
grass roots: in colleges, homes, offices; factoriea,
jails, hospitals, old age homes, social agencies, and
other places where people can 'learn at a distance,
yet intensely.

For better 'or worse, every Americafi, child or
adult:gets much of his or her inforrnation from the
media. Harnessjng them fox productive and reward-
ing learning is the great challenge to education
tod&y.
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A. BASIC DATA ON SEVEN PARTICIPATING PROJECTS

1. The Appalachian 'Education Satellite
Program (AM) and the Community ,

Service Network ION)

A. Background on AESP
Historically, those who r:ould perhaps benefit

most from the advancemenis in educational tech-
nology have been among the last to receive them'.
Instruational television, fdr example, while passe
to some and vastly unexplored as a resource tool by,
most educators, has been an impbssibility for many
-areas of Appalachia that are mountainous and
sparsely populated: Impoverished communities in
these remote areas.often cannot afford the extra-
ordinarily high cost of conventional landline
routes. A viable alternative tq, this problem has
been realized through- the use 44 communications
satellites.

The Appalachian Ed4ation Satellite Program
(AESP), a regional telecommunications network,
was created to meet many of these concerns. For
much of this decade, AESP has been at the cutting
edge in experimenting with alternative education
delivery systems and the.use of communications
technology. The program was initiated in the early
1970's as a,retult of two Concurrent eyents: (1) the
identification by the Appalachian Regional Com-
mission (ARC) of a significant need ft': in-service
training of teachers in Appalachia and (2) the
launching by the National'Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) of an "applications tech-
nology satellite" that encouraged various scientific,
technical, and educational experiments to demon-
strate how communications satellites might be
u. ed.

AESP began its Initial phase (1973-75) as, an
experiment designed jointly by local public educa-
tion institutions and the ARC. The objective of the
experiment was to test the effectiveness of satellite
systems in delivering courses in diagnostic and pre-
scriptive reading instruction and career education
to Appalachian educators. This was achieved by a
planning process that emphasbed local input and
needs assessment to assist in the design, develop-
ment, and delivery of courseware responsive to
those needs.

The result of the experiment was sevcral high
quality graduate courses broadcast via satellite to
teachers dispersed over a large rural geographic
area. Approximately 1,200 educators 'received
graduate credit from 13 institutions of higher edu-
cation. Although the experimental nature of the
AESP limited somewhat the scope of the nrogram
(e.g., numbers of cotirses, receiving sites, and
participants), this phase of the AESP proved re-

markably successful. The ev4luation data obtained
in this phase revealed that the technology had
proven acceptable and depen4able, that, as a result
of course participation, participants had demon-
strated cognitive and affective gains and had re-
spar, ried positively to the dnsign\of instruction, and,
nattily, that the costs, of coursL delivery were
comparable to those of a traditional unNersity level
graduate course. (See AESP -Technical Reports
Nos. 1-12 for further detail.)

Thus, AESP achieved its statedexperimental ob-
jectives: (1) to teat whether high quailty courses
could be centrally developed with maximum input
from region-wide institutions, meekPng the needs of
a diverse audience of teachers; (2) ,to develop and-
test an instructional design wherehy satellite and
non-satellite delivered activities coOld be effective
in terms of learning and Participation and could be
administered locally by a facilitator rather than by a
,content expert; and (3) to determine whether ac-

creditation would be offered by diverae local insti-
tutions of higher education for a "regional" set of
graduate courses:

In addition, the AESP demonstrated(1) the tech-
nological effectiveness'of a communications satel-
-lite network that would deliver high ()Utility video
prograMming with two-way audio intOraction to
low-cost earth stations and (2) a model for sin
emerging interagency managemeit sYstem that
would insure treater understanding end maximum
participation of the constituents.

This was achieved by a management structure
that consisted of, the AESP dehtral Office in Lhe
ARC's Education Division; the Resource Coordi-
nating Center (RCC), .ocated at the Universiiy
Kentucky; and the Regional Education Service
Agencies (RESAs):' located in the eight; target
states. (RESAs are confederations of school dis-
tricts that share in providing educational serVices to
local schools, such as in-service training, 'media
services, and vocational education.)

As prime contractor and fiscal agent, the AESP
Central Office provided a broad range of expertise,
resources, and continual contact at the local, 'state
and Federal levels. The Resource Coordinating
Center was responsible for the planning, develop-
ment, production, delivery, and evaluation of the
courseware. At the local level the program Was
managed Lad implemented by oups of RESAs
that provided a vital link with the community for
the selection and development of programs.

Following the successful demonstration pharle,
the Appalachian Regional Commission and the
National Institute of Education decided that the
experimental results and experiences should be
taken back to local and state institutions and thalt
those agencies should be asked whether an ex'
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panded experimental demonstration would be ap-
plicable to addressing their needs.

Thus, in 1975-78, AESP entered a planling phase
in preparation for future expanded deliveries of
education services. Thia phase was begun with a
region-wide needs assessment. The rerulti docu-
mented the continuing education and raublic serv-
ice needs that might be served by a viable supple-
mentary system such as AESP.

Specifically, the needs assessmant identified
continuing aducation program priorities in the
areas of education, medical and health services,
government, business and industry, and human
resources. Through broadening itb services to areas
beyond edudation, AESP coul6 better serve the
needs of all Appalachian pee& on a more cost-ef-
fective basis by providing proiirams and oeryices to
a la' ger audience.

Based on the needs essesament requite, AESP
proposed to expand its network to include all 13 of
the Appalachian states and to develop a four-year
operational structure that would provide a wide
range of public services,'forma, courses, and con-
tinuing educationfactivities to the citizens of Ap-
palachia. This plan was painstakingly developed
with local and state officials and aliens providing

- the basic guidelines. --
Early in 1977 the four-yeai; impimentation

phase of AESP was begun. Since this project is
based on a. true Federal, state, and rocal partner+.
ship, the initial successes offer much evidence and
great hope that AESP can affect Significant institu-
Jional change and in an important part 01 the
renaissance of rural America.

B. ASSP Services and Impact

The period since inception of the AESP orera-
tional phase has been a time of enormous rowth
and expansion for the entire syritem. In addition to
expanding the network by 200 percentfrom 15
receiving sites to 45significant strider, have been
made in the number, diversity, and quality of,the
program offerings.

Presently, AESP programming consists of for-
mal university courses, workshopi, and some tele-
conferencing .of professional meetings. Credit IS

now available from 52 institutions throughout the
region.

C. Continuity Service Network (CSN)

CSN has been established to continue, on a mk.
tional basis, the Appalachian Education Satellite
Program. The AESP was designed to demonstrate
the feasibility of meeting community-servWe nredt
of the Appalachian region via satellite comMunica-
holm Today, there are 45 earth stations serving
Mord than 125 rural communities that receive pro-
graMming via a non-commercial (NASA) satellite
system. This system is, howiver, dependent on the
ATS-8 satellite, whose life expectancy is limited.

Early in 1978, after reviewing various options,
the AESP concluded arat: (1) the program had made
substantial social and educational contributions to
the Appalachian area; (2) it should be continued:
and (3) the most costreffective distribution system
was via commercial satellite, cable-television dis-
tribution.

Although satellite distribution through cable
television appears to be the most cost-effective dis-
tribution mode, local taping and bicycling, over-aird.
broadcasting,. and other approaches are possible
and will be utilized in other specific demonstra-
tions. Also, because of satellite capability, program
distribution is not limited to the 13-state ,Appals-
chian region, and CSN programmthg will reflect
national needs and interests.
Thp programming and operating experience of the

AESP staff make it uniquely qualified to select and
distribute a variety t,f edgcationed, instructional,
public-service, and cultural programming.
Today, the Commimity SezviCe Network le being

designed to draw on this base of progreni and opera-
tional expertime, es well as to attempt to apply
nationally many of the lesions learned by com-
mercial and non-pmfit satellite distributors of pro-
gramming to cable television systems.

The CSI4 will be supporting its efforts through a
professional and low-key marketing cainpaigm
This campaign will Include trade-press advertiting,
aclivity et meetings and conventions, end other
appropriate aupport.

By April 1979, sales and marketing activity
(which preceded any formal announcements) had
already solicited interest from over 130 individual
CATV systems and over a dozen multiPle-system
cable operators vain were interested in carrying
CSN programming. "Spot" marketing calls (based
ori curreat AESP sites) were resulting in betkr than
75 nem( it sales.



2. Coastline Community,College

ORIGIN: On February 25, 1976, the Board of True:
tees of the Coast Community College District in Los
Angeles unanimously approved the establishment
of Coastline Community College as a comprehen-
sive community college beyond walls. The college
became the 104th communitY college in the state of
California and the third in the Coast Coinmunitl
College District. Opening enrollment in the Fall,o
1976 was 18,584, the largest opening enrollment o
any college in the nation: The college wdegrantr d
candidacy status by the Western Associatior of
Schools and Colleges in June 1976 and was awarded
full accreditation by the Western Association of
Schools and College* in June 1978.

GOALS: Coastline Community College is commit-
ted to the basic philosophy that every individual-
shall have the opportunity for appropriate quality
education up to the limits of his or nar notential and
that access to diverse educetional opportunities.
shall be available to all adults wheo are interested.

ORGANIZATION: The organizational structure of
Coastline Community College comprises five major
componentsthe Office of Instruction; Admis-
sions, Guidance and Information Services; 'Com-
munity Activities (operating under the Office of the
President); Telecourse Design, and Administrative
Services. Central 'administrative functions are
headquartered in an administrative facility in the
geographic center of the 105-square-mile Coast
Community College Districtthe Coastline "cam-
pus,"
. This campus is divided into four geographic
areas, each headed by an assbciate dean. Recogniz-
ing that ii:ere is a diverse mix of socio-economic
factors in the district, 'the associate dean directing
each area vies charged to develop grass-roots (.Ja-
(acts within the arri and to develop instructional
programs consistent with the needs of the popula-
tion in the area.

The enterprise headed by these area associate
deans may involve 350 classes. 5,000 students and
7,000 enrollments. Classroom instruction Is offered
in 127 locations throughout the community cam-
pus. During the Spring 1979 semester, 1,254 classes
were offered in these community campus loca-
tions, sites Which include neighborhood schools,
churChes, commercial business buildings, civic
buildings, community clubhouses and senior citi-
zen centers. Instruction is also offered by broad( ist
television, videotape, in-plant, and independent
study.

STUDENTS: Coastline Community College has in
excess of 20,000 students attending during the
current semester. Average student age 1834. Ninety
percent are over age 21 and 88 percent are women.
Most are attending part-time and most work full-

Hine. TelecOurse enrollment it in excess of 4,000
an increase of 12 perdent over last Spring and 17 :
percent over last Fall.

OFFERINGS: Coastline CoMMunity College Is a
comprehensive community volIege offering degree,
transfer, and fieneral educatiompmgrams as well as
24 occupational prog s in sucksubjects as secre-
tarial science, .manag ant and marketing, bank
teller training, mai estat% travel agency, amity
management, petroleum Nchnolov, and others.
Thine-are 1,200 courses in the college curriculum,
of which instrUction. is 'offered in about 530"this
semester. The college (lifers 12 open broadcast tele-
course*, ji course by newspaper, four videotape
ACCESS -courses and two business management
"claieroom in 0 briefcase'sbourses.

INSTRUCTIoNAL STRATEGIES: It ls the inten-
tion of the college to provide I diverse "mix of

rocourses in Content and media, p' vidlng access to
learning for individuals whO would otherwise be'
disenfranchised from ttaditional campus-bound in-
struction through physical or situational Circum-
stances.

DELIVERY SYSTEMS: Broadcast video,' video-
tape, newspaper, in-plant courses, U.S. mail, tele-
phone and classroom.

%

-SUPPOiT SERVICEik, Central Instructional
Media Center providing'audio visual support and
dotument reproduction, district computer center,
use of public library systdm.

TECHNOLOGIES USED: Coastline Oommunity
College uses the full range oi available telecom-
munications in'cluding a district-owned PBS tele-
vision station and computer services.

RESEARCH AND DEVEWPMENT EFFORT: All
'areas of the college operation are subject to contin-
uous review and research including community at-
titude surveys, student characteristics surveys, stu-
dent questionnaires, socio-economic studies, stu-
dent advisory councils, and curriculum and course
review.

BUDGET: $5.1 million.

SUCCESS FACTORS: Inspiration and support bY
the Board of Trustees. Flexibility.of the'adininis-
trative struchne. Dedicatiun of college staff and
faculty. Demonsttated need for the services the
college providers::

CHIEF PROBLEMS: Fiscal constraints posed by
Proposition 13. Resistance by some fi-culty mem-
bers of sister district colleges.

MOST SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENT AND
FUTURE PLANS: Award of full accreditation, and.

. ongoing development of new telecmirses.
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IL Dells. County
Community Cor Ise DistrEct

ORIGIN: The ITV Center was created as a separate
unit of the-Dallas County Community College Dis-
trict in 1974. (See ITV Close-Up: The First Six Years'
for a complete history.).

. GOALS: The ITV Center contributes to the achieve-
ment of the Dallas Cc,unty Community College Dis-
trict: that Is, serving in the best possible way Vie
complex, varied, and ever changinj educational
requirements of a growing metropolitan commu-
nity. The Centees more Specific objectives include
the following;

1. To create fully integrated learning systems
using television as part of the delivery mech-
anjsm to serve the needs of distant learners in
Dallas County.

2. To use the materials created in #1 in many
different ways (for example, self-paced in.
learning centers, closed circuit, in clauroome
as aids, in LRC's as supplements, etc.).

3. lo distribute instructional systems and mate.
rials to other institutions of learning.

ORGANIZATION: The ITV Center serves the cen-
tral administration function of implementing tele-
courses within Dallas County and distributing tele-
courses to other institutions. It also serves as the
design and production agency for telecourses. Stu-
dents in Dallas are enrolled in one of the seven
District colleges and their, teachers, tests, and
grades are all part of that college and its activities.

STUDENTS: DCCCD usually enrolls from 3,000 to
5,000 students in eight long-term telecourses. The
average age is 30. Most work at full- or part-time
jobs outside the home. As of last year, more women
than men enrolled in telecourses in Dallas.

OFFERINGS: All offerings are for college credit.
Most are what might be considered "core curric-
ulum."

Regular courses include composition, literature,
humanities, business, psychology, government.
American history, and earth science. We have also
offertd anthropology, ecology, personal finance,
religion, and introduction to science.
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: Mast students
are distant learners who work with print, people,
and open circuit television. A carefully designed
study guide ties everything bgether for the student.
Many students work on-site in learning carrels with
the TV element. Though the design is different, the
elements rema,n the same.
DELIVERY SYSTEM: Open circuit television,
learning carrels equipped with VTR's, print, and
some on-campus meetings, including orientations

and tests. ,

SUPPORT SERVICES: An o i-campus inatructor
for each course on each cam )us; a full range of
campus services (counseling, Lem Mug Resources
Centers With print and nor:Huila collections and
assistanci , test centers, etc.); teliphone hotline (8
a.m. to 8 p.m. five days a week) through the. ITV
Center, othclr uses of the telephone, U.S. mail; ITV
Center impl,Inentation on design and coordination;
campus and course coordinators; research staff.

TECHNOLOGIES USIL TV broadcasts, tele-
phone, audio tape, print, and computer.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORT: In
addition to regular ongoing District research and
evaluation efforts, a full-time researcher assists
faculty and administrators to design and conduct
various research efforts along such lines as student
course evaluations, instructional effectiveness,
marketing, effectiveness, retention, attrition; stu-
dent demographics, etc.
BUDGET AND SOURCES OF FUNDS: The ITV
Center is a' regular DCCCD operation. As such, it is
funded primarily by the taxpayers of Dallas Coun-
ty, the state of Texas, and student tuition. Other
revenv s accrue from sales and leases of ITV
Center productions, So far, we have not-requested
large grants from private or pilblic funds.

SUCCESS FACTORS: (1) The Board of Trustees
and top administrators of the District supported the
creation of the ITV Center and continue to support
our efforts. (2) The ITV Center 'works at winning
and keeping the support of the on-campus fee-Wiles
and staffs. (3) We take great care in the instruc-
tional design of each courseboth in prodection
and in implementation. (4) We take the student
centered District philosophies seriously.
CHIEF PROBLEMS: We have more withdrawals
than we'd like.

MOST RECENT SIGNIFICANT DILVELOP-
MENTS AND/OR FUTURE PLANS: We are de-
signing our first radio course (a joint effort with
NPR). We have just concluded a massive two
semester (sixty lesson) series in American govern-
ment in consortium with.Coast Cammunity College
District, Chicago City Colleges, and Tarrant Coun-
ty junior College District. We am entering into
other consortium production arrangements, but we
have also started design and production of a second
semester of American history yid au introduction
to sociology.

DISTINCTIVE AND/OR VITAL ASPECTS NOT
INCLUDED ABOVE: Instructional television is
alive and growing in Dallas County Community
College Distect. We are providing excellent in-
struction which serves a special student population



in a cost-effective way We are able to pmduce
excellent new courses with our own msources. We
are continuously seeking and finding new uses for
our materials, new flexibility for our students and

c.

;

IS

poteniial students. The numbers of client institu-
tions continue to grow. Though we are not sifts:-
tied because we know we can and will improve, we
are committed and enthusiastic.
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4. limp Aro State College

ORIGIN: Created-as e sepalate unit of the State
University of New York, 1971.

GOALS: To provide alternative off-campus ap-
proaches to learning, includinfCcontract learning"
programs leading to the coilege degree for students
who cannot or do not want to study in a classroom
setting.
ORGANIZATION: Tike academic prograM is of-
fered through nine centers: six regional centers, the
Center for Statewide Programs, the Center for
Labor Studies, and the Center for Distance Learn-
ing. Direct administrative support services are pro-
vided through a Coordinating Center in Saratoga
Springs with units headed by the -president, execu-
tive vice president, and vice presidents for aca-
demic affairs and for administration.
STUbENTS: ESC currently enrolls 3,149 students,
awarded 1,082 degrees in 1977-78 and has awirded
5,200 since 1972-73.

-OFFERINGS:. Students' can negotiate individual-
ized learning contracts, pursue structured inde-
pendent study courses at home; Join special groups
for study, or take formal classes or other instruc-
tional or learning experiedoes in a diversity of insti-
tutions. Areas'of study: arts, business manage-
ment/economics, community and human services,
cultural studies, educational studies, historical
studies, ,huinan development, science/ math/tech-
nology, social theory/social structure/change, in-
terdisciplinary studies, labor, studies. Degrees),
A. A . , A.S. , B.A., B.S., p. P. S.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: Individual
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, learning through contracts; use of some prepared
self-study packages.
DELIVERY SYSTTE.M: Learning Centers around the
state.
SUPPORT SERVICES: Through mentors, as de-
scribed above!
'TECHNOLOGIES USETi: Phone, TV broadcasts
begun September 1979. ,

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORT: Of-
fice of Research and Evaluation has obtained grants
from FIPSE; Exicon. and.NIE. Central interest has
been development of a comprehensive evaluation
framework focusing on both learning outcomes and
coati (PERC). In addition, characteristics of stu-
dents, faculty, and programs have been studied in
some 100 reports over six years.

BUDGET AND SOURCES Oi FUNDS: Expendi-
tures, 1978-79: $8,939,000 from the state; addi-
tional funds from FIPSE Danforth, NIE, Lilly,
Ford, Carnegie, NSF, Kelling, and other state and.
local agencies.
succgss FACTORS: Not available as sucb, 'jut
explored in various research studies of specific
program aspectVotconvonenti.

4
CHIEFTROBLEMS: Dittoee Success Factors.

. MOST RECENT SIGNIFTCANT DEVELOP-
MENTS AND/OR FUZURE PLANS: Broadcast TV,
and radio courses to atom Fall 1979;-Thew Center to
serve p Ibllc agency emploYees; work with handi-
capped, distint learners.
DISTINCTIVE AND/OR VITAL ASPECTS NOT
INCLUDED ABOVE: Adyancjad standing through
award of credit for prior learning.

1.1
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5. Miand-ilade Coinmunity:Colleie
Open College

ORIGIN: Created as a divisior of Miami-Dicie
Cominunity College, Miami, Fk ride, 1972.

GOALS: To providb altarnative lairning opportuni-
ties for studenti who cantlot or do not want to study
in a classroom setting: / '

ORGANIZATION: The courses ere offdred through
four campuses and three Outreach lOcatfons. The
division is headed by a *rector who reports to the
Vice president foreducational services.

STUDENTS: Today's Open College student is fe-
male (70 percent), white (80 percent), between 18-39
years Of age (85 percent), degree seeking (77 per-
cent), and enrolled ,part-time. The inost dramatic
diange in this profile has been in the age range of
18-22, which has shifted froin Jess than 10 percent
of the total enrollment in 1972-73 to More than 30
percent in 1977-78. Much of this change can be at-
tributed, in ,part, to ail increased 'availability of
basic general education telecourses.

'Comparative Statistics (only majo) categories
identified): Sex: inale-30%, female-709b; Race:
white-80%, blick-19%, hispanic-2%; Age: 18-
22-32%, 23-29-28%, 30-39-25%; Type of
Classes: Open College only-3, Open College and
on carnpus-8. .
OFFERINQS: Courses are offered in the following
subjects: anthrOpology, black history, buliness
law, death attitudes, economics, English compost-
Hon, horticulture, lumanities, mathematics, reii-
gion, psychology, science, and self development.,
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: Open College
courses are media-based instructional systems that
combine broadcast rldio, television, or audio or
videotape with integrated print, interactio'n, and ,

computer "feedback."

0.
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DEI9I VERY SYSTEM: The student uses media,
textbooks, print materials, and RSVP, a, computer-
baaed studenttfaculty interaction system.

SUPPORT SERVICES: Campus-based admis-
'sions, registrations, bursars, counseling, adv,ise-
ment, and audiovisual and library services.

TECHNOLOGIES USED: Television, radi6 and
newspaper, instructor telephone office hours, and
computer-based instructional manageinent.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORT:
"Drama: Play, Performance, "Perception," "The
Long Search," "Man and Environment," "Ascent of
Man," "The Art of Being Human," and "Roots."

.. BUDGET AND SOURCES OF FUNDS: Institu-
tidnallx funded at approximately 4350,000 per
year.

SUCCESS FACTORS: Project stresses high quality
in courseware to makexiewing compelling. Project
offers "TV+"supports student learning through
other materials.

CHIEF PROBLEMS: Inadequate auoience and
marketing research, leading to wrong major pro-
duction or acquisition decisions. Incomplete com-
munication with campus-based faculty or with
cooperating colleges or clients. Failure to involve
and retain the disadvantaged.

MOST RECENT SIGNIFICANT DEVELOP-
MENTS AND/OR FUTURE PLANS: The develop-
ment of the humanities course, "The Art of Being
Human," and the development of a more heteroge-
neous student body.

DISTINCTIVE AND/OR VITAL ASPECTS NOT
INCLUDED ABOW: The use of the computer-
based faclilty/student interactive eyst, ,n called
RSVP (Response Systent with Variable Preocrip-
dons).
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*A. University of California at San Diego
(Courses by Newspal-Ar-CbN)

ORIGIN: Courses by Newspaper (CbN) was con-
ceived in 1272 as a new and innJvative way of
bringing important educational programs to abroad
itegment of the adult population that could not
attend classes on a full-time basis. It proposed to
use.4the nation's newspapersa previously unused
ielsource for structured tialt educationas the
delivery system for the masa education component
bf its prograrhs; in addition, it would create a
network of affiliated colleges and universities to
offer credit courses based on the newspaper series
"and utilizing supplementary learning materials.

GOALS: (a) To offer exciting, 'nforrnative news
features on significant and 1111104 subjects to mil-
lions of newspaper readers. (The articles in the 15-
part series for each course are written by scholars
and experts in the field.) (b) To provide suppleinen-
-Wry materialsa 'reader, study guide, audio cac
settdsto enable interested readers to pursue the
subject matter in greater depth. (c) To create mate-
rials that enable participating colleges and univer .
sides to offer credit or noncredit courses for per-

nting a more formal educational experi-
enc ) To encourage community colleges, librar-
ies, civic organizations, church groups, etc.., to plan
local foruins and discussion groups on the CbN
topics. ,

ORGANIZATIONS: CbN is administered from its
officirat University Extension, University of Cali-
fornia, San Diego. Administration and planning of
CbN are under the supervision of the Project
Director, br. qeorge 4. Colburni with Jane L. °
Scheibee serving as editorial director: They are
assisted by a six-member staff. A nine-member .,
National Baard of jichokrs, college administra-
tors, and. editors selects course topics and the
scholar to coordinate eabh course and approve
course outlines and authoi s of the newspaper
series. Th.? Board also Ippioves the newspaper
articles prior to publication. A Faculty Committee
of five Univeriaity of California professors reviews
the other educationai materials to assure high
academic.standards and a balance of vieWpoints.
CbN distributes materials to newspapers nation-
wide free of charge. Colleges and univeisities sign
up with CbN to pe) ticipte in the program, but they
set their own course requirements, fees, etc.

STUDENTS: CbN materials are aimed priniariiy at
the adult learner, although the programs are used in
some high schools. An average of 5,00C atudent
have enrolled for each of 10 CbN offerings to date.
Students tend tu have had some college education
and to be in tha 31-50 year age bracket. Somewhat
more than half the students are working toward a

degree, while one-third enroll for personal interest
and the remainder for professional advancement.
In addition, approximately 5 million persons read
the newspaper articles weekly, and many thou-
sands attend CbN-related community programs. I

OFFERINGS: CbN offers two ootu-ses.per year, in
September and January. The courses are interdirci-
plinary with some focus on the humanities. Courses
offered to date are "America and the Future Man,"
"In Search of the American Dream," "American
Issues Forum I: The Making of American Society,"
"American Issues Forum II: The Molding of Ameri-
can Values," "Oceans: Our Continuing Frontier,"
"Moral Choices in Contemporary Society," "Crime
and Justice in America," "Popular Culture: Mirror
of American Life," "Taxation: Myths and Reali-
ties," and "Death and Dying: Challenge and
Change."

"Connections: Technology and Change" and
"Energy and the Way We Live" are scheduled for
1979-80. For each offering, there is a sees of
newspaper articles, a book ings, and a study
guide. Audio cassettes and a soui book for com-
munity leaders and tnstructors aiavaUable for
Most courses.
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: Because it is a
nontriditional program, CbN offers materials that
can be used with a minimum of classroom instruc-
tion, although participating colleges/universities
are required to hold at least two "contact" or class-
room sessions per course. The books of readings
contain introductory materials that give back-
ground to the articles and set them into a meaning-
ful context; the study guides provrde revievi and
self-teat questions.
DELWERY SYSTEM: Newspaper articles and il-
lustrations are deli:4r,ed free of charge to all partici-
pating itewspapers; the erticleit are carried over the
wires of United Press International (UPI) and are
avallable4rorn CbN in scanner-ready form. CbN
also roy1des newspapers and academic institu-
tions complete promotional materials. Books
are dis buted by the publisher and are available at
bookst , 03 or by direct mail order.

SUPPOki SERVICES: Individual participating
colleges in vide their own support services.
TECHNOL GIES USED: UPI wire services, audio
cassettes, radio and television.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORT:
CbN conducts an evaluation of one course per year
to determine readership and the profile of news-
paper readers and students and to evaluate quality
of materials, etc.
BUDGET AND SOURCES OF FUNDS: The annual
CbN budget is approximately $000,000. The Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities has been the
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principal funding source since the prOect'S incep-
tion. dther supplementary grants have come from
the Exxon Education Foundation and the National
Institute of Mental Health. In addition, (ibN re-
ceives $8 per enrollee from participating hchools
with enrollments of 10 or more and royalties from
book sales.

SUCCESS FACTORS: CbN's success is attribut-
able mainly to the fact that it has supplied both
newspapers and collegeWuniversities with mate-
rials that are highly attractive to their constitu-
encies. In addition, the costs to educatiorfral institu-
tions and students have been reasonable. Each year
since 1974 the number of newspaper and educa-
tional users has increased, reflecting CbNli ability
to deliver usable materials to two very different
institutions. .

I

CHIEF PROBLEMS: Paper shortages and Are high
cost of newcprint have made selling the program to
newspaper editors increasingly difficult. Cdordina-
tion of schools and newspapers 13 sometimes a
problem. Success has meant increased pressures on
staff to serve a growing clientele.

MOST RECENT SIGNIFICANT /7EVELOP-
MENTS AND FUTURE PLANS: The addition of a
television series, produced by BBC and Time Life
Films, to the CbN course "Connections: Technol-
ogy and Change," makes the Fall 1980 offering a
unique multimedia program, combining for the first
time on a national scale anewspaper and television
series. The Spring 198Q program on energy wilt be
offered, in cooperation with community forums
planned by the American Association of Commu-
nity and Junior Colleges, with funding by NEH and
DOE. Also participating are the American Library
Association, Nalional Public Radio, the American
Association of Museum, and other national organ-
izations.

DISTINCTIVE AND/OR VITAL ASPECTS NOT
INCLUDED ABOVE: Various spin-off projects at
the state and local levels have been develdped on
the basis of CbN, using institutional or special
funds such as State Humanities Council grants.
Examples include newspaper series on state tax
issues, a min on Great Lakes problems that ran in
conjunction with the Oceans series, a New Jersey
education consortium project that broughC senior
citizens and high school student? together \to dis-
cuss moral choices, local radio an t! television
series, etc.

68. University of California at San Diego
(Tsiscourses)

ORIGIN: Courses from television originated at
University Extension, University of California,
San Diego, in 1973 with the decision to create edu-

\
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cational materials to supplement Jacob Bronow--,
ski's book as a wrap-around course for the showing
on public television of the BBC-produced series,
"The Ascent of Man." The course was created With
the help of Miami-Dade Community College. It led
the Way to the creation of a program celled National
Media Courses, which combined our interests in
Courses by Newspaper with cores from televi-
sion and the beginning interest in radio.

GOALS: National Media Courses were created to
provide colleges and universities in the U.S. and

° abroad with an opportunity to offer, at little coat,
superlative courses Using one or more of the mau
media as the essential element of instruction and /

drawing upon the academic and educational re- /
sources available to the University of California.
This would be possible through the production of
the necessary educational ingredients at UC San /
Diego Extension.

ORGANIZATION1 With few exceptions, the stafii
for National Mel.da Courses was drawn from e
staff of Unive ',' y Extension, working on a part-

staff support by an NEH grant. Instructicinal
time basis. Co s by Newspaper has a full-thne

design and m rketing staff for courses from tele-
vision also w rk full time. All of these activities
report to Ass tate Dean Mary Walshok under the
rubric of Academic Affairs.

STUDENTSr Since National Media Courses are
marketed to/colleges and universities, the students
who attend do so as their students. The courses are
organized hy these cooperating institutions. They
range in number from 10 to 50,000 per course and
the nurnb of participating institutions from 250 to
450. 1 .
OFFERI GS: On the television side we have devel-
oped p-around courses for "Perspectives on
Effective Parenting" and, with Coastline or Miami-
Dade, "T e Ascent of Man," "Classic Theatre: The
Humanit es in Drama," "The Age of Uncertainty"
(John Ke neth Galbraith), and "The Shakespeare
Plays." e participated in producing the television
programs is well as print materials for "Psychology
Today" and "The Growing Years." In process are
"Connections and Man" and "The Cosmos" as well
as the second year of "The Shakespeare Plays."

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: Our goal is to
combine the \hest elements of instructional design
with superlative academic resources in developing
materials for Our telecourses. We identify leading
academics in he field(s) covered by a television
series to work ith our instructional designer and,
where necessar*, our writers in constructing print
materials packages. We make a particular effort to
build flexibility into our packages ao that they may
be adapted by individual instructors to the specific
needs of their students.



DELIVERY SYSTEM: The delivery system is the .

Public Broadcasting Service and the associated
public television stations or the individual stations
operating independently for "syndicated" courses.

SUPPORt SERVICES: Institutions agreeing to co-
operate in the offering of courses receive an admin-
istrative support package that contains information
on course approval proced s, publicity and stu .
dent recruitment, examinatio anks, and similar
assistance.
TECHNOLOGIES USED: To dat technologies
have been limited to broadcast television or films
used in a similar manner. Other technology is under
consideration, including microcomputers, video
discs, satellite transmission, etc.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORT: We
have conducted evaluation studies ofseveral of our
offerings, but limited budget has precluded our
doing more than minimal research effort. We are
continuously exploring the use of various instruc-
tional strategies in our materials and are Working
closely with a number of people in the University of
California system in the application of emergent
technologies to distance education.

BUDGET AND SOURCES OF FUNDS: National
Media Courses were expected to be incomeproduc-
ing or at least self-sUpporting, but they have not
proven to be so. Now we only participate if "up
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front" funds are provided by a publisher or agency
like the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

SUCCESS FACTORS: The popularity of the me-
dium and the excellence of .the productions have
contributed to the acceptance of this new kind of
instructional television.

CHIEF PROBLEMS: Problems have been of three
sorts: (1) financial, (k) trying to bring together
entities that have no history of working together
and little understanding of each other's concerns
and limitations, and (3) lack of control over the
times and dates programs will be broadcast.

MOST RECENT SIGNIFICAK DEVELOP-
MENTS AND/OR FUTURE PLANS: Since we
started with National Media Couraes, it has been
our hope to combine television and newspaper
courses into one offering. The reinforcement of the
use of two popular media seems likely to produce
even better results. This will come to pass this fall
with the offering of the BBC-produced television
aeries on the history of technology called "Connec-
tions." There will be a simultaneously published
newpaper series covering the same general areas.

DISTINCTIVE AND/OR VITAL ASPECTS NOT
INCLUDED ABOVE: The nine national studies
currently being undertaken will improve our P
ity to interest and retain students in National Media
C uurses. Thus, their acceptance should improve.



7. University of Mid-America (UMA)

ORIGIN: Incorporated in 1974 as a nonprdfit edu-
cation organization by, "onsortium of five Mid-
western public universities; followed R&D effort in
Nebraska (SUN).

GOALS: Design and productiGn of Mediated course
pac' ages; encouragement of &livery of mediated
opportunities by existing college:: and universities
and dissemination of research results.

ORGANIZATION: Organized and governed under
auspices of Board of Trustees, comprising presi
dents of 11 consortium member universities and six
lay Trustees selected at large. Central, staff in
Lincoln, Nebraska, headed by President, includes
programmatic divisions of Research, Academic
planning, Course Development and Marketing.
Delivery decentralized in UMA region through
state systems operated by member universities..

STUDENTS: Within the seven-state UMA region,
enrollments, have totaled slightly less than 12,000
since 1974-75. Spring 1979 enrollments totaled
1,800,

OFFERINGS:. UMA-ptoduced course packages:
"Japan" (two parts: "The Living Tradition;" "The
Changing Tradition")-30 half-hours, plus print;
"The Great Plains Experience"-8 half-hours, plus
print; "Going Metric"-4 half-hours, plus print und
home measurement kit; "Introduction to, World
Food Problems" 4 half-hours, plus print; "Four:-
dations of-American Nationalism" (with National
Public Radio)-30 half-hours, plus prinVjazz: An
American Classic" (developed by the University of
Minnesota, soon to be pilot-distributed by UMA)
10 half-hours, plus print; "Accounting I and II" (In
revision) 13 half-hours, plus viewer notes and
audiotapes; "Small Business Management" (in pro-
duction)-10 half-hours; "Loosening the Grip" (al-
cohol education, in production)-11 half-hours,
plus print; "Anyone for Tennyson?" (wrap-around)
18-20 half-hours, plus print; "Introduction to
Symphonic Music" (no longer in distribution)-31
hours of audio, plus print and 2 test tapes; "Intro-
duction to Psychology" (no longer in distribution)
15 half-hours, plus print.

In addition, delivery systems in affiliated states
offer courses developed by other producers nation-
wide.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: Video, audio,
texts, study guides, viewer guides, instructors
manuals.

DELIVERY SYSTEM: Broadcast and nonbroadv
cast TV and radio; mails; learning centers; campus
centers; libraries. Institutional members of the
UMA consortium develop a broadcast delivery,
capability, generally statewide, using broadcast TV
and/or radio, ceble systems, and learning centers.

SUPPORT SYSTEMS: WATS telephone lines for
academic advising and counseling; learning cen-
ters; library testing centers.

TECHNOLOGIES USED: 'IV, radio; satellite dis-
tribution to user institutions nationwide; studying
use of videodisc; contemplating application:a of
computers; slide-tapes; programmed instruction.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORT: Di-
vision of Research and Evaluatiorf conducts re-
search and evaluation oh continuing basis, includ-
ing market research, demographic analysis, forma-
tive evaluation during product development and
semmative evaluation. More than 30 research re-
ports disseminated nationwide and to some foreign
nations in total of 10,000 cepies.

BUDGET AND SO WES OF FUNDS: Fiscal 1980
budget approximately $4.0 million (central staff
operations only) of which $2.15 millionprovided by
National Institute of Educat n; estimated delivery
costs in member states total $1.8 million.

SUCCESS FACTORS: Course materials generally
considered of high academic and media quality;
tearners reachedrepresent clientele ntiw to higher
educati;;.r. delivery systems developed in region
'generally direct result of UMA affilia don; ac-
knowledged research leadership in Open Learning.

CHIEF PROBLEMS: Sustained funding a. ads-
qua te level; enrollments generally lower than antic-
ipated; course materials deve:opment slower than
anticipated, generally due to lower levels of funding
than desired, but partly due to high cost of TV
production; difficulty in ascertaining real needW
motivations of learners; detachment from point of
delivery; lack-of public financial support for part-
time learner.

MOST RECENT SIGNIFICANT DEVEL011
MENTS: With appointment of President Donald R.
McNeil in August 1978, new directions identified
more focus on learner and demand-oriented pro-
gram selection; more cooperation in program de-
velopment and production with consortium mem-
bers in UMA region and other consortia elsewhere;
greater attention to expanded sources of financial
support through (a) grants and contracts and (b)
Marketing revenues.



E. FACTORS THAT HELP OR IMPEDE OPEN LEARNING PROJECTS

One of the original objectives of this paper *as to
probe those factors that seem to make for success or
for difficulties (sometimes leading to failure) in
Open Learning projects.

Early on, however, it became clear that such an
enterprise itself presented difficulties that might
lead to failure.

First of all, such direct comparsions between the
seven participating projects would be difficult to
make without being misleading. The projects differ
in essential underlying respects, including curricu-
lar goals, nature of their clienteles, and sources of
funds and budgeting procedures. Some make basic
decisions about curriculum on the basis of degree
requirements, while others operate on a "Needs As-
sessment" model and create offerings to meet. de-
monstrable student desires. Some serve a ready-
made audience of students who are already enrolled
and come to the campus for other courses, while
others reach out to learners with no other connec-
tion with the institution. Direct comparsions would
be odioub and unenlightening where N=7 and the
dispazities between the projects are so major.

Moreover, it was learned that two other inquiries
into this field, SCEPAL and the AACJC project
directed by Marilyn Kreuel, specifically address
tilts problem. The SCEPAja project is looking at
(itinong other thingsf"Success/failure in use of tele-
courses . . . factors which help or hinder station-
college consortia which serve adult learners." The
AACJC project is conducting case studies about
"key factors believed to help or hinder station/
college relationships." Penelope Richardson of

.USC is involved in both studies, which she envis-
ages multing in "a set of techniques for planning
and operating a successful consortium of higher
education institutions and broadcast stations."

Already these inquiries are producing intriguing
hypotheses that are being checked out with experi-
enced practitioners. Kiki Munshi of the SCEPAL

project reports that initial responses to their survey
reveal that:

The most L-onsistent response from stations
and colleges to the question "Why are tele-
courses succesiful in this area?" has been
"strong and effective leadership." Penny Rich-
ardson identiked commitment of leaders as a
key factor in.the successful operation of con-
sortia; it !it clearly necessary for the successful
operation of telecourseein a single inititution
as well.

The "other reasons" we encountered- were in
many forms and varieties, but centered on
meeting the needs of particular audiences and
on competent administration. Station re-
sponses included: properly identify commu-
nity needs and target programs to those needs;
provide enough publicity; involve stations
with telecourses; have competent coordinator
and station interested in education; have good
television programs with courses whose con-
tent is the same a* is available in the classroom.
Responses from the colleges included: strong
student support services; flexible faculty;
quality programs; successful learning experi-
ences.

Given this work, which will provide insights
based on actual site visits, interviews, and other
research, it was clear that the most useful listing
that could be presented in this paper was one
developed from a wider data base than the seven
participating projects. The following listing is one
investigator's collation of informal, but informed,
opinions from leaders of major projects in the field,
including these seven and others, such as the
British Open University and Chicago's TV College,
plus the findings developed by Educational Facili-
ties Laboratories for the Society of College and Uni-
versity Planners.
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SOME "SUCCESS FACTORS" IN OPEN LEARNING PROJECTS

Open Lear'ing projects frequently attribute their success to the presence of several or most of these

factors:

Project addresses specific, clearly defined, and well-researched learners' needs.

Project focuses on the learning process rather than being fixated on technology.

Project identifies a potentially reachable student body, sometimes including students already

being served through on-campus courses.

Project provides cridit and degree incentives by making courses sequential and leading toward

degree.

-- -Pratildrittitnnterrhigirquality-in-coureeware-to keetydown-eems-of-newprvdastion-y-but-v.igarousiy
adapts it to meet local needs and style.

Project offers "TV+" to support student learning through other mat eriala.

Project includes a first-rate communications/support system for distance learners,

Project decides uon hardware acquisition wisely;cwith good advice and stressing' flexibility.

Project,cultivates institutional support' on the campus as a whole or on the member campuses in

the case of a consortium, especially among the top administration and the mainstream of the faculty.

Project,develops good cooperative arrangements with broadcast outlets.

Project is part of consortium to cooperate for production and/or distribution to share costs, talent,

promotional efforts, know-how, resources, etc.

Project has diverse sources of funding.
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'
SOME DIFFICULTIES IN OPEN LEARNING PROJECTS

Open Learning projects frequently attribute _their difficulties, problem's, and outrigl;t failure to the
presence of several or most of these factors:

Inadequate audience anti marketing research, leading to wrong major production or acquisition
decisions.

Inadequate promotion.

Inadequate communication and support services for distant learners.

Inadequate\staffing for instructional services.

Inattention to attribution and student confusions.
1, i....W ....a au. L ..A .41

Over-reliance on TV broadcasts to carry the burden of instructiOn.

Unavailablity of "front money" for course production.

Premqture commitment th produce or use a major course before sufficient experience has been
developed in using telecourses and in working with the technology and the organizational problems.

Frilure to meet high quality standards in broadcast materials. .

Failure to adhere to production schedule% especially by faculty members involved in consortium-
production enterprises.

Low marketability of produced courses to other institutions.

Poor communication with the rest of the fnulty or with cooperating colleges or clients.

Failure to involve the disadvantaged.

Lack of suitable and/or predictable broadcast times.
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C. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF JOINT UMA-NIE CONFERENCE
ON RESEARCH NiEDS IN ADULT LEARNING

March 8-9, 1979

Sponsored by:

University of Mid-America

and

National Institute of Education

In March of 1979, the University of Mid-America
(UMA) and its primary funding agency, .the Na-
tionalInstitute of Education (NIE), invited six adult
education research specialists to help define re-
search that UMA might undertake over the next
few years. UMA is a five-year-old consortium of 11
public universities in seven Midwestern states.
aThe task before the Arizona group was to pro-
pose a research agenda for UMA. As a first step,
participants discussed studies already made of
"distance learning." UMA had been created to
provide learning opportunitieo to adults who might
not wantor be ableto take college-level courses
in customary settings. Television, audiocassettes,
workbooks, and other means to reach adult learners
at home are used in UMA-developed instructional
packages.

The six panelists recognized that considerable
research related to distance lee ing has already
been done, by UMA and by adult education special .
ists elsewhere. These studies should be analyzed
soon, the group felt, to see what applications they
might have to UMA's work in the near future. This
analysis would show where "researchable gaps"
exist and what topics to avoid because they have
"already been studied extensively.

Other realizations helptd shape the discussions.
One was that UMA is unique among institutions
specializing In distance learning. UMA, penelists
obierved, should build on this uniqueness in plan-
ning suitable research. Said one participant about
UMA: "There's probably nobody in the country any
better equipped to contribute something about clic-
tance learning."

The panel also concluded that UMA's research
sgenda should focus on what ,an be completed in a
short timeprobably within two years. Further,
UMA should limit the nvmber of its projects. A
"manageable" list, one member observed, would in-
clude four to eight studies.
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I.

Building the Research Agenda
Possible UMA research fell into three categories:

the adult am learner, program development, and ad-
ministration and organization. Within each area, a
variety of options was presented.

Under the heading of the adult as learner, UMA
was urged to concentrate on the distance learner as
a matter of first priority. This reasych should in-
clude informed questioning of the individual en-
rolled in UMA's program, and of the adult not yet
committed to distance learning. This body of re-
search should seek more informaticn about the
involved adult students, why they choose to learn
through distance learning, and what they want to
learn. UMA was urged to continue studying the
demand for its services, especially among men and
women who have not domanded them at *IL

Research on two distinct learner types was rec-
ommended. One project would investigate the in-
dividual openly enthusiastic about being in the
UMA program. A second would focus on the
person who leans toward learning what UMA of-
fers, but who will not accept TV as a way of
reaching his or her academic goal.

Further, building on its location in the Plains
states, UMAbught to study distance learning in
rural settings. As a related, task, it could investigate
how urban and rural adult learners are alike and
where they differ.

In the area of program development, panelists
proposed thet UMA look into how the teaching-
learning trawaction bears on that development
processfrom the tarliest step of needs assess-
ment through analyzing responses to instructional
opportunities. UMA should ret aarch the choice of
elements in the package of learning materials to see
how many learners use which specific items and
why. Investigator might look at how various La,-
rangements of media, materials, and delivery meth-
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ods work in different settings,
The panel strongly favored continuing the evalu-

ation of UMA's produced materials. This would
point up any inadequacies and how they might be
resolved.

Under administration and organtzation, the par,
ticipants clustered a group of topics. UMA should
study its internal procedures. It should also evalu-
ate its research staff, which several observers in
Tucson considered to be of a high order.

Looking outward, the panel advised UMA to re-
view its relationships with member institutions of
the UMA consortium. There should be an mese-
ment of whether enrollment in UMA courses might
have kept students from taking regular courses at

4 -
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participating institutions.
The proceduns of other distance learning sys-

tems shotdd be analyzed for their possible bearing
on UMA's practices. How thev agencies design
and produce distance learning materials, it was
noted, could be of real value to the University of
Mid-America.

The panel members encouraged UMA to capital-
ize on the distance learning research already avail-
able. Against the background of that research, the
men and women meeting in Arizona counseled,
UMA should do a small number of studies of its
own, from which it could expect "convincing re
sults" in the next two years.
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